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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENT1-cKY,I.FRIDAY, FEBRUARY l, sat;
CAPITh STOCK OF PLANTERS MRSI MIATTIE TUCKER PHILLIPS
HARM COMPANY INCREASED SOME INTERESTING FACTS AND FIGURES CONTAINED IN THE RE-
CAPITULATION OF THE ASSESSOR'S BOC.)
FROM FORTY TAOUSAND TO ONE 
SEEKS TO RECOVER PROPERTY 1
HUNDRED THOUSAND. BROTHER VS. BROTHER IN DAMAGE SUIT 
VALUED AT $22,200.
That Facilities Have Had to
Be Enlarged.
At a called meeting held Monday
afternoop the stockholders of the
Planters' Hardware company au-
thorized.the increase of the capita
stock or.the corporation from $40,000
to $100,000, the additional stock to
be placed on the market as necess-
.
= Since h began business nearly four
years ago, remarkable success has
attended this corporation, its busi-
ness he.Ving increased from $70,000
in 1903 to $150,000 in 1906 and paying
a4 per: cent semi-annual dividend
all the while. This big growth ne-
cessitated more floor space and only
recently the company purchased
nearly two thirds of the B. E.
Cooper block on Main street for
$27.500, this giving them more than
54,000 square feet of floor space. .
The success of tht, Planters Hasd-
ware company is due largely to the
efforts.of Walter S. Harned, mana-
ger, and Charles S. Jackson, secre-
tary and treasurer, both of whom
are rated among the best business
men of Hopkinsville, and who de-
serve much credit for the success
they have brought to the compaaiy.
The clompany now handles all kinds
of hardware, farm implements and
machinery, wire fencing. vehicles
and harness, stoves and ranges, etc.,
and contemplates adding still other
lines in the future. The object is to
handle .evrything the consumer
wants or needs except dry goods and
vroceOes. the company being firm
belieVers in Greater HopkinsviM.
FORTY BODIES TAKEN
FROM MINE IN RUSSIA.
BAKHMUT, Russia, Feb. 13.—
The coal mines here caught fire to-
SAM WA rTS SAYS THAT HE USED A ROCK ON JIM IN SELF-DEFENSE.
—LIQUOR QUESTION AT JOHNSON'S POSTOFFICE.—
SLANDER SUIT IS FILED.
In the case of James T. Watts.
I who in December brought suit
against his brother, Sam Watt, for
$2,025 dollars on the grounds that
the defendant had assaulted and
beat him with a rock wiiighing eight
or ten pounds, the defendant has
filed his answer and also a counter
claim praying for $2,500 damages,
himself.
The defendant does not deny strik-.
lug his brother with .the rock, but
say's it was in his own necessary
self-defense. He alleges that his
brother came to his premises and
begal to curse and abuse his wife
and family, and when he, the de-
fendant, asked him to stop, his
brother came at him with a Shotgun
which was carried i14 such position
as• to be used for a club. He states
that he was struck over the hear: by
this gun and badly injured and that
he then defended hiieif. By rea-
son of the injuries sustained from
the gun wielded by his brother, the
defendant prays for $2,50tt damage:.
Sam I). Radford has filed sui
against Charles,W. Johnston for $3,-
000 damages for alleged slander. In
his petition the plaintiff states that
In the presence of several persons
the defendant stated 'that "Ike, Sam
Radford, went before the grand jury
of this county and state and swore
that he was hunting birds and that
The managenihit of the First Na-
tional Blank suggests to those intend-
ing opening a savings account in the
savings department to have a dollar
ready with which to make the initial
deposit when the solicitor calls, so
that he can leave one of the little
pocket banks. This will greatly fa-
cilitate the work.
In-' had sworn a lie and that he pur-
posed to prove that he had sworn a
lie and was a common liar."
Plaintiff says that these charges
were wilfully and Maliciously made
and for the purpose of bringing him
into contempt. He says he did swear
before the grand jury that he had
seen the defendar.t hunting birds
while the law was still in force and
he says that that statement was the
truth.
Nearly the entire tie of Monday
and Tuesday in county cotirt was
taken up in the trial of the question
whether or not a license for the sale
of liquor at Johnson's postoffice in
North Christian should be issued to
W. C. Hall who had made applica-
tion for it.
The application was backed up by
a petition containing the names of
several people of that vicinity, but
the opposition was just as strong and
presented several who were opposed
to the granting of the license. Un-
der the law only the legal voters liv-
ing within a radius of two miles of
the point where the liquor is to be
sold have a voice in the matter, and
there being A question asito whether
or not some of those who were pre-
sent did not live outside th14 boun-
dary, so Judge Breathitt witheld his
decision in the matter until this
could be determined.
• I am over stocked on sugar house
molases best quality and will sell
two bbls at cost 50 chi. gal. I also
handle hay and field seed at lowest
prices Cumb. Phone 679, Home 1050
J. H. West, 110 Virginia St. d2t-w2t
Will Marry.
$1rs. Mattie B. Phillips, formerly
Affs. M. L. Wilkerson, today flied
soft for the coming term of circuit
court in an effort to recover proper-
ty in this county the sale price of
which aggregated $22,200, on the
grounds that at the time the deal
was consummated she was under
twenty one years of age. Frank A.
lAtleas, of Paducah, formerly reve-
nue agent for the state at large, is
the attorney in the case and came
here this morning and filed the pe-
titions in person.
. One of the petitions is against Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Williams. In it is
stated that on January 16, 1901, the
plaintiff and her then husband, M.
L. Wilkerson, sold a farm in south
Christian containing 448 acres, to
Joseph Henry Williams, the ,con-
sideration being $20,000. Since that
time it is stated that Mr. Williams
had died leaving his property to his
widow.
The other suit is against John B.
Trice and wife and Mrs. Hattie B.
Watt, of this city. In this case it
is sta eel-tbat the plaintiff and her
then husbandiaM. L. Wilkerson, on
January 9, 1901, sold to John B.
Trice and wife a house and lot on
East Ninth street, the consideration
being $2,200. It is further stated that
on September 9, 1904 Mr. Trice and
wife sold the property to Mrs. Hattie
B. Watson for $2,400. Mrs. Watson
now occupies the property.
Both cases are based on the same
grounds, I. e., the claim that the
• plaintiff was under age when the
transfers were made. She therefore
prays the court to restore her pro-
perty to her. Mrs. Phillips was for
merly Miss Mattie Tucker.
-day while the miners were at work. License has been issued for the
,j As this despatch is filed, forty Lod- Mr. and Mrs. Loving Haiie-4. of marriage of H. S. Adams to Miss 0
ies have been taken from the shaft. i Elkton, spent today in this city. Elodie Cansler-
TO GUARD 'SHIPS against the unseen dangers at sea,
the United States Government maintains lighthouses.
To guard your home against the un-
seen dangers of food products, the Govern-
ment has enacted a pure food law. The
law compels the manufacturers of baking
powder to print the ingredients on the
label of each can.
The Gbverrunent has made the label your protection—
so that you can avoid alum—read it carefully, if it does not
say pure cream of tartar hand it back and
SUDDEN
Mrs. O'Nan Passes Away at
Home in This City.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
. Mrs. Anne O'Nan, aged seventy-
six years, died suddenly yesterday
niorning. Shortly after eating
breakfast, she went to hertroom and
lay down on her bed. A few nio-
•ents later she was found dead
S e had been suffering from heart
trouble for some time. She is sur-
• vived by two sons, Lockett O'Nan,
of this city, and Lee O'Nan, of Ow-
ensboro. The remains were taken
to Owensboro for interment twiny.
Total Valuation is $10,806,735.--There Are 3,791 Dogs Listed For Taxation'
—A Considerable Decrease is Shown Both in The Acreage
The recapitulation of the tax aa-
sessinent for this year for Christian
counry had been coin )leted. It
BLACK ISLAND, R 1., Feb. 13.—
The lastest estimate on tile numbet
of victims . of the marine disaster,
yesterday, is 150.
Of those who perished there were
many frozen to death. The shirs
were the Joy liner Larchmont,
bound from Providence to New
-York, and the three-masted schooner
Harry Knowlton, laden with coal,
bound for Boston. Only eight per-
sons were saved. from the', Larch-
mont,
The Larchmont carried a crew of
40 men and from 100 to LI() passen-
gers.
• Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Wadlington
left this morning for Greenville, Ky.,
where Mr. Wadlington has accepted
a lucrative position as manager for a
big dry goods and clothing establish-
ment.
shows many interesting figures.
Line total assessment in the coun-
ty which is certified to the auditor
of public accounts is-$10,314,610 and
added to this is the aiisessment of
the banks which is Aot certified of
$492,125 tnaking a grand total of pro-
perty on which the county receives
taxes of $10,806,736. The grand total
last year was $10,823,880, or practi-
cally the same as is shown this year.
Th 3re are 7,436....tegal_lUtersOsted
arid 6,6623 ciindrenj between the ages
of six and twenty years. t This is the
first assessment since:the dog :law
welt inteieffect and Christian coun-
ty lists 3,791 dogs but riluation —of
the canines is given.. 41
The recapitulation shows that the
tcreage find production of tobacco
las been materially decreased,there
laving.been 11,424,300 pounds:raised
in 1906 op 11,250 acres. If) 1905 13,144
acr,)s; produced 12,956,600 .pounds.
The report shows 416,867 acres of
land listed in the county and thil;
valued at $5,334,925. City and town
lots 2,810 valued at:$2,596,710. The
number of stores is given at 221 and
theirlstooks are valued at $340,0130.
)f Certereage reported—fur- the
countyithel following  statisticsi are
given of the amount devoted to
different crops a id the ,production
in each case, tons of hay, 8,161, ac-
reage 4,571; bushels of corn, 462,686,
acreage. 67,018; bushels -of srlieat.
588,280, acreage, 37,869; bus-liela of
oats,18.100;,?ushels of barley,. 1,169;
bus leis of grass seed, 1,059; acres
10,205 this showing a
,385 acres from last
Other items are as follows:
Tons of coal mined. 90,009...
Bonds, $25,010.




No. horses of all kinds. 2,596 ;value
$157,850.
No. mules,jacks and jennets,3,946;
value $255,655.
No. of cattle, 4,986; value $62,250.
No. of sheep, 2,30S; value $6,010.
No. of hogs, 13,838; value $58,530..
Value of agricultural implements,
$60,400.
Value of vehicles of all kinds, $62,-
975.
Value of household and kitchen-
furniture, $150,225.
Value of musical instruments $16-.
545.
Value of raw material for manu-
facturing. $125,200.
Value of manufactured articles,
$14,600. •
Value of diamonds, $8,240.
Value of watches and.clocks, $2,-
855.
Value of steam engines and boil-
ers. $61,710.
Total assessed value of personal
property, $2,706,225.
Mrs. I:. N. Efirod, 1044)-11as throws*.
from a carrplatform . three weeks
ago, is still confined to her bed in
Ensle:v, Ala.
We Now Have One of the
Best Display Rooms
in the State
• , Our business is growing every year and we expect,
•
• 
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a
• square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.








• Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
new quarteralook, price our goods and we think you
• will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
•
F. A. YOST -CO
( incorporated
S 214-216 SOUTi MAIN STREET.
00041011190 411. 0 0•004141114MG4 000111.41110111
Sc!! Your Tobacco on Abanathy's Loose
Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
Results on Loose Non Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
CROPS CLOSED OUT, REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEVV CROP!
OFFICERS FORM ASSOCIATION
k FOR BETTERMENT OF SERVICE
pointed—Will Urge Passage of
Several Bills.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 8.—The
officers of the :state guard of Ken-
tucky, in session here formed
an association to be composed of all
commissioned officers and which
will take proper steps to become
affiliated with the Interstate Nation-
al Guard association, of the ITnited
States.
Major Austin Kinnard was chosen
president; Capt. A. G. Chapman, of
Hopkinsville; Capt. Vernon Rich-
ardson, of Danville, and Major Ellis
Duncan, of Louisville, vice presi-
dents.
A special committee was deputed
to submit to the next general asseni-
My a proposition to compensate non-
commissioned officers and privates
for attending drill. "
The regulations of the national
guard for the physical examination
of men was adopted.
Prominent among the speakers
were Gov Beckham, Cols. Haldeman
Allen and Henry, Majors G. T. Ber-
ry, Ellis Duncan and E. B. Bassett,
and Captains Victor Dodge, A. M.
Moffet and Henry Den hard: The
following committees were anpoint-
ed—
Mental Examination of Officers.—
Capt. Neville Bullitt, chairman:
Capt. M. L. Chowning, Capt. R. J.
McBryde, Lieut. Col. E. W. Lillard,
Capt. JOseph 31. Deweese, Lieut. A.
Utley, Lieut. Zimmerman.
New Military Code—Col J. Embry
Allen, ;Chairman; Major Watson
Lindsay, Major E, B. Bassett, Col.
,Guy H. Briggs, Capt. H. H. Den-
hardt.
Armories—Major G. T. Barry,
chairman; Lieut. W. A. Brown,ICol.
James P. Gregory, Capt. H. H. Den-
hardt, Major H. E. Mechling, Capt.
George A. Smith, Lieut. H. I Gans.
Physical Eximanination of Officers
and Men—Major Ellis Duncan,
chairman; Capt. J. K. W. Piper,:
Can; H. I. Gibson, Lieut. Llswellyn
Spears, Lieut. Gordon Shanks, Capt.
W. R. Caudill, Lieut Merriweather,
Cor. W. J. Foley.
Compensation ofl State Guard--
Col. W. B. Haldeman, chairman;
Capt. E. W. Clark, Capt. W. A.
Lutkemeier, Capt. John W. Sand-
ers, Capt. R. C. McCracken, Capt.
A. G. Chapman, Capt. Felix Kr-
rick.
Camp of Instruction—Col. Jouett
Henry, chairman; Capt. R. J. Mc-
Bryde. Capt. C. W. Longmire, Capt.
Harry W. Sanders, Capt. E. C. C.
Walker, Lieut. Frank D. Rfpy,
Capt. Lamar Roy. come a 
money saver instead of a
Acquisition of Property_for Shoot- spender. There is 
no middle course
to follow — you will be one or the
other. Read large display adver-
tisement in this issue. w. It.
and sold it, receiving about $220. He
stopped with Turner's mother, who
runs a boarding-house, and it is al-
leged that while at the house Lewis
Turner sent out for some whiskcy
which Carsey Idrank until he had
become intoxicated. Carsey says,
he and Turner came down in town
together and shortly after they left
the house Turner reached in his'
(Carsey's) pocket and took his
pocketbook containing the above
amount, saying he would keep it
for him, Carsey says he didn't
think anything sting wrong and let
Turner have the money. He was
arrested during the night for being
drunk and this morning called for
his money, Turner denied having
taken it or having any knowledge
as to its whereabouts. He was taken
into custody and although denying
that he was in any way implicated
in the affair, offered to give Carsey
$200 if he would agree not to prose-
cute. Turner is in jail pending
some disposition of the case.
Mg Galleries, etc.—Capt. V. K.
Dodge. chairman; Capt. A. M.
Moffett, Lieut. Col. Ed H. Watt,
Capt. J. R. Sams, Capt. H. G. Orin-
jowl, .114,j4g J. A. 'Cb13. Lieut.
William Taylor.
Care and Preservation of Proper-
ty—Capt. George W. Albrect, chair-
man; Capt. Paul P. Price, Capt. R.
N. Keiger, Capt. Thos. W. Wood-
yard, Mal. Austin B. Kinnaird, Ma-
ur Walker Powers, Col. M. Parrent.
Kentucky Farmer Accumulates Costly
Jag While in Clarksville.
Feb. 4—
Lewis Turner was on a
Warrant sworn out by J. D. Carsey,
of Trigg County, Ky., on the charge
bf robery from the person. Carsey
b- ought his tobacco to Clarksville
The management of the First Na-
tional Bank of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
has added a new department to the
concern which, no doubt, will meet
with a hearty response from those
whom it is intended to benefit. It is
especially intended to interest the
young men and women of the city
and country contiguous thereto.
It is a savings department, *here
those desiring to open a small sav-
ings account can do so with an in-
itial deposit of $1.00.
The First National Bank has pur-
chased a number of those beautiful
little pocket banks, made of the
finest steel, morocco leather bound
and gilt embossed, making it the
most serviceable and attractive
pocket bank ever manufactured.
The plan is this: Our solicitors will
call on all the people of Hopkinsville
and explain in detail the practica-
bility of the system, and those' wish-
ing to open a savings account with
the First National Bank with a view
of adding to it at least once a mnnth,
a little pocket bank will be loaned to
them on the deposit of $1,00, which
our solicitors are authorizld to ac-
cept and leave with the depositor a
little pocket bank A bank-book
will be issued the following day by
the First National Bank and mailed
to the depositor showing a credit of
$1.00 to his account. The depositor
is expected to bring the little pocket
bank to the First National Bank at
least once every thirty days, have it
opened,, its contents counted and
credited to his account. for which he
will receive 3 per cent interest, com-
pounded semi-annually.
The management of the First Na-
tional Bank respectfully request the
people of Hopkinsville to treat this
matter with the seriousness it de-
serves, as we believe it vitally im-
portant that every young man and
woman who earns money should be-
Again it is my pleasure to report a
rise iu the temperature of the Loose
Floor sales. Lugs are bringing from
OM to $6.50 and Leaf from $7.00 to
$9.00 and trash brings from $4.00 to
$4.50.
Now with these prices before you.
why do you sell at your barn or to
the Loose dealer? The very cheapest
dirtiest pile of trash I had this week
brought $4.20 per 100. And I hear of
lugs being bought every day for $4.00
so you see what you are losing
when fail to put your tobacco on the
Loose floor.
The total charges on. the Loose
Floor will not cost you over 25 cents





to him in no small measure is due
the credit for Democracy's success
In many a doubtful contest in this
country. He is a genial, whole-soul-
ed gentleman, has always borne
himself with due courtesy, indepen-
dence and fearlessness as a newspa-
per man, and is an active, public-
(From Friday's Daily)
Henry and Sam Frankel left this
morning for New York and Boston
to purchase spring goods.
Dr. Darwin Bell has returned to
Gracy after a visit to his father Jno.
E. G. Sanerman Jr. Will G. Fitz-
gerald and Jasa Schuman repre-
senting W. T. Burns Co. of Chicago




DID NOT PRESIDE IN THE KELLEY
. CASE AT CADIZ.
Judge Robt. Crenshaw Was Special
Judge.—Alleged Faulty Indictment
(From Friday's Daily)
In yesterday's impression of the
New Era it was stated that Judge
Thomas P. Cook presided in'ithe ease
of John Kelley, former master com-
missioner of Trigg county who was
charged with the misapropriation of
trust 'funds, and which was thrown
out of court at Cadiz yesterday.
This was an error as Judge Cook re-
fused to sit on the cage as Mr. Kelley
was an appointee of his.
Judge Robert Crenshaw, of Cadiz,
was on the bench at this time as wel
as at all previous callings of the
case.
The ease thrown out of court yes-
terday was that of the common-
wealth. of Kentucky against Mr.
Kelley, this being an indictment
found against him by the grand
jury. Judge Crenshaw sustained
the demurrer flied by the defense
alleging that the indictment was
faulty in its construction. The prose-
cution immediately took an appea
and the case as it now stands will be
taken to the court of appeals with-
out waiting to resubmit it to the
grand jury and have another indict-
ment found. The civil suit brought
by A. C. Burnett, the present master
commissioner to recover about
$4,000 alleged to have been misap-
propriated, is now in the court of
appeals waiting for a decision.
WANTS TO GO TO LEGISLATURE
DIAN ND BRAND SHOES
IN FOGGY LONDON
One of our largest recent ship-
ments was to a big firm in London, Eng. We
are one of the few American shoe manufac-
turers maintaining European traveling sales-
men.
Diamond Brand shoes are world-wide sellers
because where they are once worn they are
wanted again. The styles are correct, the
workmanship and tit ideal, and they wear.
BRANYet
eflIOMMERS




Comprising 4,-4 in. round deep
'crystal tray, asst. handsome ci-
par bands and rose center piece
in envelope, red or grsen felt for
backing. Each outfit with full
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'Squire W. B. Brewer, editor of • 0
the Fairview Review, has formally • WE HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENIS WHEREBY WE CAN •
announced himself as a candidate • OFFER THE FOLLOWING CLUBS FOR A LIMITED TIME a
for the Democratic nomination as • •
representative in Todd county. 0 •
'Squire Brewer is well known in • •
county voters can take no part in $ 0 $3.50 •Hopkinsville and while Christian 0
the election, his many friends here • •
will watch the race with interest. • Weekly New Era and the Daily St, Louis Globe •
In an editorial the Todd County • •
Times says: In this edition will be • 
Democrat (except Sunday) I year.
found the announcement, for repre- 0
editor of the Fairview Review, sub- • $1.75 •sentative of 'Squire W. B. Brewer, •
ject to the action of the Democratic 0 
•
party. The editor of this paper • Weekly New Era and the Semi-Weekly Globe- •
cheerfully bears witness to Mr.!. 
••
Democrat for one year.
Brewer's fidelity as a Democcat,and ,i, :•
•
• $2.00 • i•
• •
• Weekly New Era and Daily Louisville Herald •






• Weekly New 
Era and the Weekly Courier- •





ubscribers Can Take Advantage of This Offer by Pay- •
• ing All Arrearages, if Any, and Paying for O
ne Year in Advance •
• 
•
•• kLi. 51• BSCRIPTIONS MUST It E SENT DIRECT T 0 THIS OFFICE. A 1) DR ES
•
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r,To the Fathers, Mothers, 
•
Young Men and :• •• : •






























41 D,esires your serious attention on a matter pregnant
 with interest to all who believe in thft serious question of money saving. The first and most serious consideration of :
w 
• parents is for the future success and happiness of their children 
and it is the bounded duty of every father and mother to encourage the children in the habit of saving
I . •
what they earn, and it is the first duty of a boy or girl to form 




•ency far old age. IT-
* - -I 
The First National Bank has adopted a new system to encourag
e money saving among
N 0 W LISTEN•t
First National Bank








tical and economizing proposition that has ever been devised to enc
ourage savings. Re-
member it is doing the small things in life that make possible the ac
complishment of
all classes of money earners in Hopkinsville and vicinity, which
 is at once the most prac-
At Hpplansyille, in the State of Kentucky, at the Close of Business
..
, 
(u NM% D !WATT* DEPOSITORY )






great things, for just as sure as man is mortal or too err is human,
 the man who fails to













4 ; tional Bank, beginn
ing with a deposit of at least one dollar. \Ve will pay 3 per cent in- . FIRST 'NATIONAL Caiiital Stock $ 50,000.00 •
•.












Here's The Proposition. . .. 
... ,
... •
Ranking House, Furniture and Fixtures 21,000.00
Cash. Cash Items and Exchange 
Other U. S. Bonds 










: We ask every man and woman boy and girl to open a saving accout inih
e First Na-.. . , 








terest, compounded semi-annually. In order to aid you in this 
laudable work we have Surplus. BANK ,, .. oet Aside to Pay Waxes  10 000.00,
i • purchased a large number of beautiful steel pocket banks, 




• most attractive, which we prcpose to lend to every man




_ . a savings account with us for $1.00 with the serious 
purpose ,n view of adding to It 
Dividends Unpaid  
272.00Dividend this_day 4 per cent ._•
. , • 




each month. We wish it explicitly understood that the little p
ocket bank is not a toy,is Ky. $462,752.38 •
, . • not to be given away as a souvenir, nor sold, but 





• I ty The First National Bank as much as any other part of 
its assets. We are ta4ing our-1 • BOARD OF DIRECTORS: •
,,, • . . . (it '4. C. Long, President; C. F. Jarrett, Vice‘President; Dr, T. W. Blakey, J W. 
•,-
. selves very seriously in instituting, this work and 
believe it will prove the greatest cam •
. 
L6  
Downer, J. P. Prowse, G. H..Stowe. A. B. Croft, Lee Ellis, R. W. Downer.
 _' • ' . . 
.
• ' paign of education ever inaugurated in this comm
unity for the young people 
. 446111111111,1 •




...- - 0 
i y p d the country: contiguous and we •
• ' 
ur Solicitors Niiii11 4..,eill bespea/t for them a cordial reception and close attention while they explain our :
. .. new system and its merita. 
CALL AT THE BA.NK today e.nd have the system folly e xp ained. We Know the 7peple of Hop- 11
,., • •... 1 
W
- Kinsville and our 
forming community pretty" well but we wish to Know th t'm 
better. That is why we are doing:this wor/r. ••
C. ne in to-day,tomorrow, every day








i find an echo in all societies devoted alternately with the un
ion congre- I
‘..7 — - ABNER'S LETTER,'1 ernment should be made to Tealize IN COURTHOUS gThe fight for the church property ! FATAL CRASH SAW NEGRO DISTINCTLYIto the cause of peace and our Gov- ation, which was politely. refused. I 
.
I that a strong public sentiment is be- 




, I hind our demands. The programme 
and either way the lower court de-
i 
Says One of Wi:nesses Before Court
'consists of three propositions: cides
, it is likely the case will he: 
.
. .. 
carried to the court of appeals. . 
Martial Investigating Browns-
- READ AT MEETING OF 
PEACE SO . "First,
 that The Hague conference WILL THE BOWLING GREEN CUM. BETWEEN A FAST TRAIN AND viii Riot.
. .• i be made a permanent body ;. 
second, Judge Settle, of the Appellate Court, .
,
: -.-z-- i CIETY ,.jr NEW YORK. ! that an arbitration treaty be negoti
- PRESB
YTERIANS WORSHIP. was an elder in this church, but he SWITCH ENGINE IN:CHICAGO
itt 
! ated between the several govern- w
ent with the unionists. 
SAN ANTONIA, Tex., Feb. 9.—
. *: 1...isr4
ments; third, that the question of , .. • The cong
regation of the Mt. Oh- 
As
the prosecution is bringing
 the court-martial of Maj.Penrose
disarmament be considered at the , vet church, four miles from thi
s out strong.evidence which tends toTwo Killed and Many Injured—Passen-
Power of Newspaper And Magazine conference." ' Loyalists Re
fuse to Unite, Have Em- city, remained almost entirely loyal.
. , ....- .... .s. 
show conclusively that if prompt ac
, and are occ
upying that church, the
Po;nted To—Progra;nme of The He Changed His Habits. 
ployed a Pastor And Will Seek to gers Fought Savagely to Get tion had been taken immediately af-
. 
Rev. Eshman preaching there each
. ..--. Hague Conference. 
- --,- i• I Recover Church Property. 
: Out ter the Brownsville raid, looking to
month.
March 190S—One year hence. 
the apprehension aaci identification
'
' 




$100 Reward, SI00. . 
of the participants, not only might
the responsibility of the raid have. Oh ! that young fellow 
with the 
.
+ smart business air? Yes, that's Mr. 
, CHICAGO, Feb. 9.—Two men are
• 
---- —
been established beyond a doubt,but
1Jack .Wise. He's the risa,Ifthingnow , 
•
i but you ought to have seen him a 
BOWLING GREEN,Ky., Feb 9.— 
' The readers of this paper will be said to have been killed and a 
dozen
.' NEW YORK, Feb.9. — Magazine I 
that probably some, if not all,
number of several score gathered at 
1 year ago, he wasen't worth a sou 
The local Cumberland Presbyterian 
1, . d t learn that there is at least or more injured, some fatally, when
der of one man and assault to
of the men (runty of the mar-
the
marque. What brought the change? 
congregation for the time being will 
opr.tead:ereadoed diseasethat nisclienrce has train No. 5, on the Chicago,111rilwau
tocure' railroacl collided
writers and newspaper editors to thei
, A change of habits. He earned a 
worship each Sunday at the Court- 
heen.abli in a i s a6es,an ke.e and St.. Paul . . 
.
Yale Club as the guest of the 1 
murderothers 
Peace Society of New York and with ' house. Since the dis
ruption of the 
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure within the city limits path a 
switch
prehended. .
might have been ap-
, lgood salary but spent ever
y cent of
. the Idea of furthering the society 
church over union the loyalists have - - .
is the only positive cure now known engine drawing& trainfof empty pa
s-
J udge Advocate Hay scored
's , it and borrowed from whom ever he
efforts for international peace. 
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh senger coaches. Train No. 5 is
 known
sbterointgrloyduocnedtlitiislepoeivnitdetnoedeayuf whenbeen holding their services at Van-
airk(l
present,but in a letter of regret .
i ance g
I could. He was regarded as a nuts-
but tolerated for his
a part of the State Normal property, 1(3leuing
meter Hall, but since it has become
ires a constitutional treatment. between St. Paul and Chicago.
a, constitutional disease, re- as the "champion flyer" and runs





--,.- Mightier than the sword, w hi
 h it
eontrots. International relations are
reallY dependent upon the pen in the
"The p.en has indeed become
.---e-- -- Bank of Hopkinsville for $1.00
account with the First National
Pocket Savings bank and that's the
through the medium of their little
go he was induced to start a saving a resolution that the building would
poses• Application was made to the
Fiscal Court, and a special order was
passed giving thein the use of the
not•be used except for school pur- a:
ri:treilie
nally, acting directly upon the blood filled with passengers who fought 1:43ah..N
:
f the d' ' d giving the p.aotielt about the head and face. The two
wreby destroying the Coundation the crash. AIany of them were cut
d mucous surfaces of the system, savagely to g,et out of the cars after
g 3' g p c mit men who were killedare said to have
t ni sbea,s e , i
btailild it 
in positive terms that the men who
participated in the r '
the NS ife cf a former sot..
loon keeper of that city. She swore
aid were nagro
•-lier and sa-
the regents of institution have passed 
N. E. Leahy, proprietress of the
hotel at Brownsville, andfamily's sake.- About a year or so Hall's Catarrh Cure is tak
en inter- The "Champion Flyer" was well
hands of editors of the press. 
tution and assisting nature in doing been railroad 
Circuit Court room, which is an ex- its work. '1 he proprietors have so ,   
employes. soldiers, and stated that had she
whole story in a nut-shell. He has
This is especially so in Europe. won the respect of everybody in 
so• • • 
been given the opportunity,the next
i "In the cause of peace, 
whichcellentplace, being steam heated and 
much faith in its curative powers
4 ranks first with all of us of the Peace
town and his kinsfolk are mighty conveniently located. The board of 
that they offer One Hundred Dollars For Rheumatic Sufferers. 
day, or probably at any time, she
could have recognized at least one
proud of him. The girls think him Elders, composed of ten of the most 
for any case that it fails to cure. The quick relief from pain afford-
Society, we would press upon our the real candy and you know there's prominent citizens of the city, 
SeAnd trslsi:st of testimonials. ed by applying Chamberlain's Pain 
of the raiders.
whose identity Mrs.
. friends the sense of responsibility
4
.rtain was of a peculiar-'
i- I in:ernattonal arbitration,also 
sent tarrh powders and snuffs, for they district, and it is claimed that about 
GIRL HORSE.THIEF.
.  
Co.( Inc) the leading Drug Store, 9th
andMain. St., HopkinsvIlle Ky.
lame back, lumbago, and deep seat-
ed and muscular pains.
Balm makes it a favorite with suf-
ferers • from rheumrtism, sciatica, 
Leahy
For sale by Anderson Fowler Drug
A liquid cold. relief With a Iaxative
  —...--............—• 
rodiinifrrioeennenetIlto3-ouf




ly marked mulatto negro. Just as
Mrs. Leahy said this man looked up
toward hN‘ten,aegsu:b:isri liwhere(gilluie:Nat .rsanIifte,dht wibts•heasne enlgfluora sot 
hotel.
which rests upon them and beseech 
nothing makes a roung fellow feel
their, co-operation,hoping that their top than the knowledge that Miss 
County Judge Charles Drake being F. J. CHENEY Az CO., Toledo, O.
one of the hoard, it is said, are hay- Sold by druggists, 75c.more like clim
bing the ladder to the
decisive influence may always be Bright Eyes is watching him,
 Every- trig papers prepared to bring- snit- in- Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
against the appeal to arms and in one shouts 
"All hail"! to Jack.Wise. collate recover the churchproperty. stipatien.
favor of peaceful arbitration." 
- • It is likely that the action wilThe the go l'''-
Representative Richard Bartholidt, Do The Right Thin
g if you have first of the kind in the State. before
of Missouri, President of the Inter- Nasal Catarrh
. Get Ely's Cream the division this was one of the
parliamentary Union for promotion Balm at once. Don
't touch the ea- strongest churches in this judicial4
OWINGSVILLE, KY•• Feb. 9-  principle which drives out the cold 
face enabled her particularly to note
his rtgreta,but this letter contained contain cocaine. 
Ely's Cream Balm one-half of the members refused to
the following paragrah:
"I am pleased to inform you that, the nasal passages a
nd the throat, Prehyterian church, United States
releases the secretions that inflame abide by the orders to unite with the in trouble again. She is charged
Pearl Hues, the girl horse thief, is
els, and a healing principle which
through a copious actiOn of the bow-
heardTh e one.i tonfetslsi e anlesgor od 
declared 
his features.
ldi trls 8 sahye.
by ir,vitation of President Roosevelt, whereas comm
on 'remedies" made of America. The loyalists have
Broadley at Wyoming early this
with stealing a horse from John lingers in tlw throat and stops the ,.Befoie morning we will run every
i , cough—that is Kennedy's Laxative white man out of town."
I sh411 within a few days officially with mercury merely drive them m
aintained the old organization and
morning, passing through here about
presint to him in comprehensive out and leave you no 
better than have employed the Rev. S. H. Esh- Cou
gh Syrup. Safe and sure in its Only one other witness was put on
' Jr m the programme as arranged you were. In a word, Ely's Cream 
man. formerly of Paducah, as pas- 
6 o'clock and going toward Mt. Ster- action; pleasant to take;. and con- thestand..  to day. That was F.A.H.
. se-- and ,agreed to by the Interparlia- , Balm is a 
real cure, not a delusion. tor.
released a few days ago at Carlisle!
ling. Men are after her. She was forms to National Pure Food and   -
only 
na lnyb beguno r n e  Brownsville.testifywi
iet the 11ecohuar(ti
mentary Union for the ne Ǹ "ague All druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely 
Overtures were made some time Drug Law. Cont
ains no opiates.
of
. oonferenee. This programus 'id Bros., 56 
Warren Street., New York. ago by the loyalists to use the church 
from jail for alleged horse stealing. II Sold by R. C. Hardwick. adjourned for the day.
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ALL CARD GAMES OHIOANS OBJECT
Put Under Ban by Alabama Legislature
TO APPOINTMENT OF NEGRO TO
And Classed as Gambling.
GOOD GOVERNMENT JOB
MONTGOMERY. Feb. 9. — The
Alabama legislative comtnittee has
refused to •exclude bridge whist and
euchre parties faom gambling bills.
Parlor games will be classed along
with dance halls and poker games.
The new bill makes it an offense
to bet or offer prizes on cards any-
where.
REWARD IS OFFERED
Governor Beckham has offered a
reward of $200 for the apprehension
of the murdered of an unknown man
at Mayfield several clays ago,
The murder was perpetrated in a
house which was then set on fire.
The body was partially cremated.
FOR SALE — Good family ami
brood mare or will trade for span ef
work mules.
J. MeHENRY TICHENOR,
w. 2t. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Some elegant breeders at half price
to make room for youngsters. Here's
your chance to get the famous
Bradley Bros',. strain, always win-
ners.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL-
TRY YARDS. Cumberland' Phone
718.
Washington, Feb. •nator
Dick, of Ohio had a long talk with
i the President, and the supposition
naturally is that the all-absorbing
question of the appointment of a ne-
gro to the high Federal office in the
!State was under discussion. Rep-
resentative Southard and Burton al-
so saw the President, possibly on the
same subject. None of them want
the appointment in their locality,
and the President was assured the
appointment would 'be "a grave
!political mistake."
There is not much doubt felt, how-
ever, that the appointment will be
made in spite of the feelings of the
Ohio delegatiori, most of whom have
been at the White House fighting
the suggestion for a week past. The
negro vote in Ohio is large, and it is.
thought the President intends to
give the race recognition as it un-
placed the vote of the State in the
Republican column.
 Ads 
EXTRA MONEY—Can be earned
by every young man living on the
farm who has a 'few leisure hours
each day. Good chance to secure a
permanent position with an old re-
liable firm. We want a good man
In your locality at once. Write to-
day for full particulars.
GEO. W. DIENER MFG. CO.
83 West Lake St., Chicago.
FOR SALE
OR RENT
The T. J. Vowell Property
Cor. 7th St. and Cleveland Ave.
This property consists of a store
room and dwelling and is practically
new. There is not a better built or
more substantial home in Hopkins-
vine. This property will only be on
the market a short while so act quick





50e and 75c Grade, ass'ted handles, at 39c
$1 and $1.25 Grade, assled handles, at 79c
1J T. Wall & C. o.
Umbrella 1
Sale '
Saturday, Febi 2nd, 19071
We have just received a shipment of Ladies
Umbrellas by mistake of the shipping clerk
of the factory. and rather than send th,m
4
baCk will sell them at manufacturers ,cost.
An elegant assortment of handl s This is • 
•••






JOLLY A_ PROBABILITY. DROWNED IN A PONDL'uisville Herald  Ar'' 
CDEVNitliVilanM riMiliE WINN 111
conection With Republican Guber-
natorial Nomination.
In a mention of probabilities t.
the Republican gubernatorial nom-
ination, Ole Louisville Herald says:
"Knowing that the chance for vic-
tory ate flattering there will be a
warm contest for the nominations.
Several prominent Republican
leaders hay% been mentioned as
probable candidates for governor. •
Among those mentioned are former
Governor W. 0. Bradley, Judge
H. Holt, Judge O'Rear, A.E.Wilson,
Ben L. Bruner, Judge James Breath-
itt and George W. Jolly, former
United States district attorney.
"For the minor offic?s many pros-
pective candidates are mentioned.
C. M. Barnett, of Ohio county, for-
merly surveyor of the port of Louis-
.ville, is put forward by his frierris
for auditor, while Will P. Scott, of
Dawson Springs, k being urged to
become a candidate for treasurer.
"Some of the friends of George W.
Jolly, of Owensbore, see in him an
excellent candidate for governor,
while bthers:of hie friends are urging
him to run for attt rney gertetal.
Dr. Ben L. Bruner is mentioned
for the office of secretory of the state,
while candidates for the other offices
are springing up in all parts of the
state,''
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lini
ment cures rheumatism and neural-







/ Cook &I Higgins.
COLD
CURE.I,






Fruit Cakes, 25c Pound
--Also--—A --




Let:us bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
SKarry's
Hopkinsville Steam Bakery.
No. I. East 9th St
Just Give Us The Word
and we will get to work on your
Teeth
and put them in perfect condition
without loss of time
Crown andBridgeWork
is best if some of the teeth are left.
It obviates tde necessity of wearing
a plate. We have given much study
and attention to this class of WOrk,
and can guarantee satisfaction in
every ease we undertake.
Our charges are moderate.
Louisville
Dental Parlors,
Next to Court House. Hopkinsville,
Ky. Home 'Phone ".
THREE TOTS WERE SKATING
WHEN ICE BROKE.
Moth( r Was Absent From Home And
Fate of Little Ones Not Known
For Hours.
MORGANTOWN, Ky., Feb. 11.—
The three children of Mrs. Florida
Lannon were drowned Sunday
while skating on a pond. They
were Robert, aged five, Walter, aged
four and Charles, aged three years.
Ti e Mother was absent from home
at the time and not returning until
late the children were not missed
until late • in the afternoon when
search was instituted and the bodies
found in a small pond which was
frozen over but the ice of which had
broken through and evidently let
the three children all together into.
the icy water.
.1.10-411...410-.411GAIP
FROM DAY TO DAY :
re-fr -orP-or-or. Wr 7r-ir*Wr Tr-4
The Februarymeeting o.f the
Athenaeum, is said to have been
n e the most entertaining
and profitable in the history of the
club. Eighteen members were pres-
ent at the club dinner, which was
served promptly at 7:30 o'clock in
the ordinary of Hotel Latham. Vice-
President Ira L. Smith presided, in
the aihsence of President W. T. Fow-
ler. • Rey. H. • D. Smith returned
thanks affd invoked the divine fa-
vor. Two papers were read—one on
"The Negro Soldier," by Col. Jot-tett
Henry, the other on "The Equaliza-
tion of Opportunity," by Prof. Barks-
dale Hamlett. Both papers were
well-written And showed that their
writers had studied their 'subjects
with much care. Discussion of the
papers by other members was en-
thusiastic and prolongued, contin-
uing until almost midnight.
The following new books, the most
popular on the market, were placed
Saturday on the shelves of the Hop-
kinsville public library;
"Viper of Milan," Bowen; "The
Mystery," Adams and White; "The
Privateer," Watson; "Gabrielle,
Transgressor." Dixon; "Chippenge
Borough," Weyman; "The Plow
Woman," Gates; "Bettina," Brain-
erd; "Lady of Rome," Crawford;
"The Northerner," 'title Far Ho' i-
zon," Malet; "The Second Genera-
tion," Phillips; "By the Light of the
Soul," Freeman; "The Sovereign
Remedy," Steele; "The Malefac-
tor," Oppen helm .
Attorney J. T. Hanbery has re-
turned from a professional trip to
Hyden, in the mountains of eastern
Kentucky. In order to reach Hyden
Mr. Hanbery NV /14 forced to ride one
hundred and ten miles al er the
mountains on horseback and be is
now regaling his friends. with the
many interesting incidents which
befell him while euroute.
It has just been announced that
President Roosevelt on February 12,
1909, will deliver an address in the
cabin in which Abraham Lincoln
was born, in commemoration of the
one hundreth birthday anniversary
of the martyred president. The Lin-
coln Frrm associa,tion, of which
Robert J. Collier, of New York, is
executive chairman, has arranged
for the memorial -exercises, which
take place on the Linfeoln farm near
Hodgenville. Lincoln's birthday
will be observed. throughout the
country tomorrow, a number Of not-
able' dinners having been arranged.
Vice President Fairbanks will speak
at the Lincoln day banquet in Bal-
timore.
Col: E. L. Starling, for the past
year managing editor of the Hen-
derson Evening Journal, has resign-
ed and will retire from newspaper
work. Col. Starling was for many
years managing editor of the Hender-
son Gleaner and is one of the oldest
and ablest newspaper men in Ken-
tucky.
-Have A Dollar Ready.
The management of the First Nat- I
ional Bank suggests to those intend-
ing opening a savings account in its
savings department to have a 'dollar Parties:Wishing to Purchase Good Jacks should see
ready with which to make the initial
deposit When the solicitor calls so
that he can leave one of time little








My stock of Ladies Muslin Underwear is
new and never larger or better. You will
have to see the line to appreciate the











W Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public
Call and Inspect Our! New Quarters,
Corner Seventh and Main
Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.)
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every cus-
tomer.
We furnish our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
Henry C. Cant, Pres. J. E. McPherson, Cashier.
H. L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier.
11)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •




• Let me do your wurk now. You can pay
•
• for it later. If you like, we can arrange
• this for you
•
• 
Call and see mc, I want to sell you sc me
nice tank ho. e, fi.rce feed lubricators and





4 M. H. McGREW,
Time to Have Your
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
















HE HAS THE BEST
STALLIOIVAND JACKS.tL
Season will Commence March 20.
New Pressing Club.
toik Tobin and Thomas Green;
Jr., will open the Eclipse Pressing
Club for business tomorrow at To-
bin's tailor shop on Ninth street.
kutidt,
Southern Normal School, Bowling )
wkocre. Green Business College, a n d '
BOWLING GREEN, KY. National School of Telegraphy,
Sustains Teachers', Scientific c:lassic, Law, Commercial d Special Courses of Study.
Catalogues and Journals Free. (i" r ATES SECURE POSITIONS.
mcifTioN COURSC WAPITED W .0 WIT.
Address, H. H. CHERRY nit, Bowling Groan, Ky.
R1(1.1 Y NEW ERA
4 4+ ++++44++++.....+#++++++•+#+++++++.÷+4.+++++++++++++++. Paris add Reime it if as all very well;
but iys a risky thing to do in unro-
mantic New York and London. How-
ever, her uncle had been with her;
a veritable fortress, had I overstepped
the bounds of politeness.
The smoke wavered and rolled
about me. I took out the ten of hear s
•
and studied it musingly. After all,
should I go? Would it be wise? I 
jasks copyright i confess I saw goblins' heads peerina
Hobbs-Merrill ( from the spots, and old Poe stories re-
*
• turned to me. Pshaw! It was only a
frolic, no serious harm could possibly
come of it. I would certainly go, now
I had gone thus far. What fool idea ,
the girl was bent on I hadn't the leist
idea; but I easily recognized the folly
upon which I was about to set sail.
Heigh-ho! What was a lonely young
bachelor to do? At the most, they
could only ask me to vacate the prem-
ises, should I be so unfortunate as to
be discovered. In that event. Teddy
Hamilton would come to my assist-
ance. . . . She was really beau-
tiful! And then I awoke to the alarm-
ing fact that the girl in Mouquin's
was interesting me more than I liked
to eortfess.
rres-e171y. m rougn sna asaa --
smoke, I saw a patch of white paper
on the rug in front of the pier glass.
I arose and picked it up.
CHAPTER fl.
After half an hour's wandering
about I stumbled across a curio-shop,
a weird, dim and dusty, musty old
curio-shop, with stuffed peacocks
hanging from the ceiling, and skulls
and bronzes and marbles, paintings.
,tarnished jewelry anal ancient armor,
rare books of vellum. meta arms. tap-
estry, pastimes, plaster masks, and
musical instruments. I recalled to
mind the shop of the dealer in an-
Tiquities in Balzac's La Peatt de Cha-
grin, and glanced about mot without
a shiver) for the fatal ass's skin. (I
forget that I was wearing it myself
;that night!) I was something of a
collector of antiquities, of the inani-
mate kind, and for a time I became
lost in speculation-- speculation rath-
er agreeable of its kind. I liked to
'conjure up in fancy the various
scenes through which these curiosi-
ties had drifted in their descent to
this demi-pawnshop; the brave men
and beautiful women, the clangor of
tocsins, the haze of battles, the glitter
of ball rooms, epochs and ages. What
romances lay behind yon satin slip-
per? What grande dame had smiled
behind that is ory fan? What meant
that tarnished silver mask?
The old French proprietor was evi-
dently all things from a pawnbroker
to an art collector; for most oi the
jewelry was in excellent order and
• the pictures possessed value far be-
yond the instrinsic. He was wait-
ing upon a customer, and the dingy
light that shone down on his bald
head made it look for all the world
like an ill-used billiard ball. He was
exhibiting revolvers.
From the shining metal of the
smelt arms, my glance traveled to
the face of the prospective buyer. It
was an interesting face, clean-cut,
beardleas, energetic, but the mouth
Impressed me as being rather hard.
Doubtless he felt the magnetism of
my scrutiny, for he suddenly loo'aed
around: The expression on his face
was not one to induce me to throw
my arms around his neck and de-
% elare I should be glad to make his
acquaintance. It was a scowl. He
was in evening dress, and I could
see that he knew very well how to
wear it. All this was but momentary.
He took up a revolver and balanced k
on his palm.
ffy and by the proprietor came sid-
ling along behind the cases, the slip-
shod fashion of his approach inform-
me that he wore slippers.
"Do you keep costumes?" I asked.
"Anything you like, sir, from a
crusader to a modern gentleman,"—
with grim and appropriate irony.
"What is it you are in search of—
a masquerade costume?'
-Only a gray mask," I answered.
"I am to go to a masked ball to-night
as a Gray Capuchin, and I want a
mask that will match my robe."
"Your wants are simple."
From a shelf he brought down a
box, took off the cover, and left, me
to make my selection. Soon I found
what I desired. and laid it aside, wait-
ing for M. Friard to return. Again
I observed the other customer.
There is always a mystery to be
solved and a story to be told, when
a man makes the purchase of a
pistol in a pawnshop. A man who
bays a pistol for the sake of pro-
tr*-ssn does so in the light of day,
and in the proper place, a gun-shop.
He does not haunt the pawnbrokers
in the dusk of evening. Well, it
was none of my business. Doubtless.
he knew what he was doing. I
caughed suggestively, and Friand
came slipping in my direction aaain.
"This is what I want. How much?"
I inquired.
"Fifty cents; it has never been
worn."
I drew out my wallet. I had ar-
rived in town too late to go to the
bank. and I was carrying an uncom-
fortably large sum in gold-bills. As
I opened the wallet to extract a small
bill, I saw the stranger eying me
quietly. Well, well, the dullest being
brightens at the sight of money and
its representatives. I drew out a
small bill and handed it to the pro-
prietor. He took it, together with
the mask, and sidled over to the cash
register. The bell gave forth a muf-
fled sound, not unlike that of a fire-
bell in a snowstorm. As he was
in the act of wrapping up my pur-
chase, I observed the silent custom-
er's approach. When he reached my
side, he stet i I-1 a •
thing from t...
he presented it to .
"I saw It deep a .a ea. a .
he said: and rh n \st i.• si:
it n'as, his Jaw Wt. a ; I :..• seat
a hot. penetrating rave
"The ten of hearts:" Le
In amazement.
laaghed easily.
"The ten of hearts!" he repeated.
-Yes; four hearts on oue side a al
four on the iother, and two in Cae
middle, which. make ten in all:—
raillery in my tones.. What the dettee
was the matter with everybody to-
night? "Marvelous card, isn't it?"
_"Very strange!" he murmured, pull-
ing at his lips.
"And in what way is it strange?" I
asked, rather curious to learn the
cause of his agitation.
-There are several reasons,"—brief-
ly.





"This Is What I Want."
small fortune because of that card,"—
diffidently.
"Poker?"
"Yes. Why will a man try to till a
royal flush? The man next to Inn
drew the ten or hearts, the very card
I needed, The sight of it alwa s
nerves me. I beg your pardon."
-Oh, that's all right," said I, won-
dering how many more lies he had up
his sleeve.
"And there's still another reason. I
saw a man put six bullets into the
two central spots, and an hour later
the seventh bullet snuffed the candle
of a friend of mine. I am front ths
west."
"I can sympathize with you," I re-
turned. "After all that trouble, the
sight of the card must have given You
a shock."
Then I stowed away the fatal card
and took up my bundle and change. I
have in my own time tried to fill royal
flushes, and the disappointment still
lingers with a bitter taste.
"The element of chance is the most
fascinating thing there is," the
stranger from the west volunteered.
"So it is," I recalled, suddenly re-
calling that I was soon to put my trust
in the hands of that very fickle god-
dess.
, He nodded and returned to his revol-
vers, while I went out of the shop,
hailed' a cab, and drove up town to
my apartments in Riverside. It was
eight o'clock by my watch. I leaned
back against the cushions, ruminating.
There seemed to be something goir‘-
on that night; the ten of hearts was
acquiring a mystifying, not to say sin-
ister aspect. First it had alarmed the
girl in Mouquin's. and 'now this
stranger in the curio-shop. I was con-
fident that the latter had lied in re-
gard to his explanations. The card
had startled him, but his reasons were
altogether of transparent thinness. A
man never likes to confess that he is
anlucky at cards; there is a certain
pride in lying about the enornioes
stakes you have won and the wonder-
ful draws you have made. I frowned.
It was not possible for me to figure
out what his interest in the card was.
If he was a westerner, his buying a
pistol in a pawnshop was at once dis-
robed of its mystery; but the incon-
sistent elegance of his evening clothes
doubled my suspicions. Bah! What
was the use of troubling myself with
this stranger's affairs? He would never
cross my path again.
In reasonable time the cab drew up
In front of my apartments. I dressed,
donned my Capuchin's robe and took
a look at myself in the pier glass.
Then I unwrapped the package and
put on the mask. The whole made a
capital outfit anki was vastly pleased
with myself. This was going to be
such an adventure as one reads about
in the ancient numbers of Black-
wood's I slipped the robe and mask
into my suitcase and lighted my pipe.
During great moments like this, a
man gathers courage and confidence
from a pipeful of tobacco. I dropped
into a comfortable Morris, touched the
gas logs, and fell into a pleasant
dream. It was not necessary for me
to start for the Twenty-third street
ferry till nine; so I had something
like three-quarters of an hour to idle
away. . . . What beautiful hair
that girl had! It was like sunshine,
the silk of corn, the yield of the har-
vest. And the marvelous abundance
of it! It was true that she was an
artist's model; it was equally true
that she had committed a mild impro-
priety in addressing me as she had;
but, for all I could see, she was a girl
of delicate breeding, doubtless one of
the many whose family fortunes, or
misfortunes, forced them to earn a liv-
ing. And it is no disgrace these days
to pose as an artist's model. The
classic oils, nowadays, call only for ex-
quisite creations in gowns and hats;
mythology was exhausted by the old
masters. Rome, Paris, London; pos-
sibly a bohemian existence in these
cities accounted for her ease in. strik-
ing up a conversation, harmless
anostel• with a total stranger. in
ADDHESS_WeSt 
th Street
I stared at the bit of pasteboard,
fascinated. How the deuce had this
got into my apartments? A Blue
Domino? Ha! I had it! Old Friard
had accidentally tone up the ticket
with my mask. A Blue Domino; evi-
dently I wasn't the only person who
was going to a masquerade. Without
doubt this fair domoiselle was about
to join the festivities of some shop-
girl's masquerade, where money and
pedigree are inconsequent things, and
where everybody is either a "loidy" or
a "gent." Persons who went to my
kind of masquerade did not rent their
costumes; they laid out extravagant
sums to the fashionable modiste and
tailor, and had them made to order.
A Blue Domino: humph!
It was too late to take the ticket
back to Friard's; ao I determined to
mail it to him in the morning.
It was now high time for me to be
off. I got into my coat and took down
my opera hat. Outside the storm was
still active; but the snow had a prom-
ising softness, and there were patches
of stars to be seen here and there in
the sky. By midnight there would
be a full moon. I got to Jersey City
without mishap; and when I took my
seat in the smoker, I found I had ten
minutes to spare. I bought a news-
paper and settled down to read the
day's news. It was fully half an hour
between Jersey City and I:lankshire;
in that time I could begin and finish
the paper.
There never was a newspaper those
days that hadn't a war map in some
one of its columns; and when I had
digested the latest phases of the war
in the far east, I quite naturally
turned to the sporting page to learn
what was going on among the other
prefessional fighters. (Have I men-
tioned to you the fact that I was all
through the Spanish war, the mix-up
in China, and that I had resigned my
commission to acept the post of trav-
eling salesman for a famous motor car
company? If I have not, pardon me.
You will now readily accept my reck-
lessness of spirit as a matter of
course.) I turned over another page;
from this I learned that the fair sex
was going back to puff-sleeves again.
Many an old sleeve was going to be
turned upside down.
Fudge! The train was rattling
through the yards. Another page
crackled. Ha! Here was that un-
known gentleman-thief again, up to
his old' tricks. It is remarkable how
difficult it is to catch a thief who has
good looks and shrewd brains. I had
already written him down as a quasi-
swell. For months the police had
been finding clues, but they had never
laid eyes on the rascal. The famous
Haggerty of the New York detective
force.—a man whom not a dozen New
York policemen knew by sight and no
criminals save those behind bars,
earthly and eternal.—was now giving
his whole attention to the affair.
Some gaily dressed lady at a ball
would suddenly find she had lost some
valuable gems; and that would be the
end of the affair, for none ever re-
eovered her gems.
The gentleman-thief was still at
large. and had gathered to his ac-
count a comfortable fortune; that is,
If he were not already rich and- simply
a kleptomaniac. No doubt he owned
one of my racing cars, and was clear
of the delinquent lists at his clubs. I
dismissed all thought of him, threw
aside the paper, and mentally figured
out my commissions on sales during
the past month. It was a handsome
figure, large enough for two. This
pastime, too, soon failed to interest
me. I gazed out of the window and
watched the dark shapes as they sped
past.
I saw the girl's face from time to
time. What a fool I had been not to
ask her name! She could easily have
refused, and yet as easily have grant-
ed the requests At any rate, I had
permitted the chance to, slip out of
my reach, which was 'ixceedingly
careless on my part. Perhaps they—
she and her uncle—frequently dined
at Mouquin's; I determined to haunt
the place and learn. It would be
eaa.Y. enough to. address her the next
ssalee, ane would be
curious to know all about the ten a'
hearts and the desperate adventu._
upon which I told her I was about to
embark. Many a fine friendship has
grown out of smaller things..
Next, turning from the window, 1
fell to examining my fellow passen-
gers, in the hope of seeing some one
I knew. Conversation on trains makes
short journeys. . . . I sat up
stiffly in my seat. Diagonally across
the aisle sat the very chap I had met
in the curio-shop! lie was quietly
reading a popular magazine, and oc-
cassonarly a turale nsaateirea n7s sar-
donic mouth. Funny that I should
run across him twice in the same
evening! Men who are contemplating
suicide never smile in that fasnion.
He was smoking a small, well-colored
meerschaum pipe with evident relish.
Somehow, when a man clenches his
teeth upon the mouthpiece of a re-
spectable pipe, it seems impossible to
associate that man with crime. But
the fact that I had seen him selecting
a pistol in a pawnshop rather neutral-
ized the good opinion I was willing to
form. I have already expressed my
views upon the subject. The sight of
him rather worried me, though I
could not reason why. Whither was
he bound? Had he finally taken one
of Friard's pistols? For a moment I
was on the point of speaking to him,
if only to hear him tell more lies
about the ten of hearts, but I wisely
put as,de the temptation. Besides,
it might be possible that he would
not be glad to see me. I always avoid
the chance acquaintance, sinless, of
cola se, the said chance acquaintance
is 4 let under favorable circumstances
—like the girl in Mouquin's, for in-
stance! After all, it was orly an in-
cident; and, but for his p'cking up
that card, I never should have remem-
bered hint.
Behind him sat a fellow with a
countenance as red and round and
complacent as an English butler's,—
red hair and small twinkli,ng eyes.
Once he leaned over and spoke to my
chance acquaintance, who, without
turning his head, thrust a match over
his shoulder. The man with the face
of a butler lighted the most villainous
pipe I ever beheld. I wondered if
they knew each other. But, closely
as I watched, I saw no sign from
either. I turned my collar up and
snuggled down. There was no need
of his seeing me.
Then my thought reverted to the
ten of hearts again. My ten of hearts!
The wrinkle of a chill ran up and
down my spine! My ten of hearts!
Hastily I took out the card and ex-
amined the back of it. It was an un-
commonly handsome back, represent.
ing Diana, the moon, and the midnight
sky. A horrible supposition came to
me: supposing they looked at the
back as well as at the face of the
card? And again, supposing I was
miles away from the requisite color
and design? I was staggered. Here
was a pretty fix! I had never even
dreamed of such a contingency. Hang
It! I now wished I had stuck to my
original plan, and gone to the theater.
Decidedly I was in for it; there was
no backing down at this late hour,
unless i took the return train for Jer-
sey City; and I possessed too much
stubbornness to surrender to any
such weakness. Either I should pass
the door committee, or I shouldn't: of
one thing I was certain.
"Blankshire!" bawled the trainman;
then the train slowed down and finally
came to a stop.
No turning back for me now. I
picked up by suit case and got out. On
the platform I saw the curio-shop fel-
low again. Tramping on ahead, the
smell from his villainous pipe assailing
my nostrils, was the man who had
asked for a match. The former stood
undecided for a moment, and during
this space of time he caught sight of
me. He became erect, gave me a stid-'
den sardonic laugh, and swiftly dis-
appeared into the darkness. All this
was uncommonly disquieting; in vain
I stared into the blackness that had
swallowed him. What could he be
doing here at Blankshire? I didn't
like his laugh at all; there was at
once a menace and a challenge in it.
"Any baggage, sir?" asked one of
the station hands.
"No." But I asked him to dii-ect me
to a hotel. He did so.
I made my way down the street.
The wind had veered artnind and was
coming in from the sea, pure and cold.
The storm clouds were broken and
scudding like dark sh!ps, and a;
times there were flashes of radiant
moonshine.
Thsa fashionable hotel wan full. So
I plodded through, the drifts to the,
unfashionable hotel. Here .I found ac-
nommodation. dressed. sometimes
laughing, sOrnetimes whistljng, iierMe
•4;eiS
times sianumg motionless in - doubt.
Bah! It was only a lark.... I thought
of the girl in Mouquin's; how much
better it would hare been to spend the
avening with her, exchanging badinage,
and looking into each other's eyes!
Pshaw! I covered my face with
the gray mask and descended to the
street.
asne trolley ran within two miles of
the Hunt club. The car was crowded
with masqueraders, and for the first
time since I started out I felt comfort-
able. Everybedy laughed and talked.
though nobody knew who his neighbor
was. I sat in a corner, silent and 'mo-
tionless as a sphinx. Once a pair of
blue slippers attracted my eye. and
again the flash of a lovely arm. At the
end of the trolley line was a carryall
which was to convey us to the club.
We got into the conveyance, noisily and
good-hunioredly. The exclamations of
the women were amusing.
"Good gracious!"
"Isn't it fun!"
."Lovely!" And all that. It must
have been a novelty for some of these
to act naturally for once. Nothing lasts
40 long as the natural instinct for play;
and we always find ourselves coining
back to it.
Standing some hundred yards back
from the road was the famous Holly-
wood inn, run by the genial Moriarity.
Sometimes the members of the Hunt
club put up there for the night when
there was to be a run the following
morning. It was open all the year
round.
We made the club at exactly 10:30.
Fortune went with me. doubtless it
was the crowd going in that saved me
from close scrutiny. My spirits rose
as I espied Teddy Hamilton at the
door. He was on the committee, and
was in plain evening clothes. It was
good to see a familiar face. I shoul-
dered toward him and passed out my
ten dollars.
"Hello, Teddy. ay son!" I cried out
jovially.
"Hello!"—grinning. Teddy thought
it was some one he knew; well, so it
was. "What's your card?" he cried. as
I pressed by him.
"The ten of hearts."
"The ten of hearts," repeated Teddy
to a man who was keeping tally on a
big cardboard.
This sight did not reassure me. If
they were keeping tally of all the cards
presented at the door, they would soon
find out that there were too many tens
of hearts, too many by one! Well, at
any rate, I had for the time being es-
caped detection; now for the fun:
It would be sport-royal while it last-
ed. What a tale to give out at the
club of a Sunday night! I chuckled on
the way to the ball room. I had dis-
pensed with going up to the dressing-
room. My robe was a genuine one,
heavy and warm; so I had no overcoat
to check.
"Grave monk, your blessing!"
Turning. I beheld an exquisite Col-
umbine.
"Pax vobiscum!" I
"Pax . . . What does that
"It means, do not believe all you
see in the newspapers."
Columbine laughed gaily. "I did
not know that you were a Latin
scholar; and, besides, you gave me to
understand you were coming as a Jes-
uit. Billy."
Billy? Here was one who thought
she knew me. I hastened to disillusion
her.
"My dear Columbine, you do not
know me, not the least bit. My name
is not Billy. it is Dicky."
"Oh, you cannot fool me," she re-
turned. "I heard you call out to Teddy
Hamilton that your card was the ten
of hearts; anti you wrote me, saying
that would be your card."
Complications already, and
hadn't put my foot inside the ball
room!
"I am sorry." I said, "but you have
made a mistake. Your Jesuit probably
told you his card would be the nine,
not the ten.':
"I will wager—"
"Hush! This is a charity dance; no
one makes wagers at such affairs."
"But— Why, my goodness! there's
my Jesuit now!" And to my intense
relief she dashed away.
I carefully observed the Jesuit, and
made up my mind to keep an eye
upon him. If he really possessed the
ten of hearts, the man who kept tally
on the cardboard was doing some tall
thinking about this time. I gilded
away, into the gorgeous ball room.
What a vision greeted my eye! The
decorations were in red and yellow,
and it seemed as though perpetual au-
tumnal sunset lay over everything.
At the far end of the room was a
small stage hidden behind palms and
giant ferns. The band was just
striking up "A Summer Night in Mu-
nich," and a monderful kaleidoscope
revolved around me. I saw Cavaliers
and Roundheads, Puritans and Beel-
zebubs. Musketeers, fools, cowboys,
Indians kings and princes: queens
and empresses, fairies and Quaker
maids, white and black and red and
green dominoes. Tom Fool's night,
indeed!
Presently I saw the noble Doge of
Venice coming my way. From his
portly carriage I reasoned that if he
wasn't in the gold-book of Venice he
stood very well up in the gold-book
of New York. He stopped at my side
and struck an attitude.
"Pax vobiscum!" said I. bowing.
"Be at the Inquisition Chamber, di-
rectly the clock strikes the midnight
hour," he said, mysteriously.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and botmt fins the hair.
l'rotuutesa luxunatit growth.
Neve* Paths to Restore Gray
Hair to Its Youthrel Color.
Ourtesit•sip disewe & 11 tslizng.
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"I shall be there to deliver the su-
preme interrogation," I replied.
"It is well." He drifted away like
a stately ship.
Delightful foolery! I saw the Jes-
uit, and moved toward him.
"Disciple of Loyola, 
I 
hast thou the
1 ten of hearts?"
"My hearts number nine, for I have
lost one to the gay Columbine."
"I breathe! Thou art not he whom
I seek." We separated. I was mor-
tally glad that Columbine had made a
mistake.
The women always seek the monk
at a masquerade: they want absolu-
tion for the follies they are about to
commit. A demure Quakeress
touched my sleeve in passing.
"Tell me. grave monk, why did
you seek the monastery"




"Do I look like a man who owned
such a thing as a clothes-press, much
less so fashionable a thing as a fam-
ily skeleton?"
"Then what do you here?"
"I am mingling with fools as a pen-
ance."
A fool caught me by the sleeve and
battered me gaily over the head with
a bladder.
fool!"
"It is the fashion,- was my answer.
This WAS like to gain me the reputa-
tion of being a wit. I must walk care-
fully, or these thoughtless ones
would begin to suspect there was an
impostor among them.
"Aha!" There was mine ancient
friend Julius. "Hail, Caesar!"
• He stopped.
"Shall I beware of the ides of
March?" I asked, jovially.
"Nay, my good Cassius; rather be-
ware of the ten of hearts," said Cae-
sar, in hollow tones, and was gone.
The ten of hearts, again! Hang
the card! And then with a sigh of
relief I recollected that in all prob-
ability he, like Columbine. had heard
me call out the card to Hamilton.
"You Do Not Know Me."
Still, the popularity of the card was
very disquieting. I wished it had
been seven or five; there's luck in
odd numbers. . . . A Blue Domino!
My heart leaped, and I thought of
the little ticket in my waistcoat
pocket. A Blue Domino! It, by
chance, there should be a connection
between her and the ticket!
She was sitting all alone in a cor-
ner near by, partly screened by a pot
of orange trees. I crossed-over and
sat down by her side. This might
prove an adventure worth while.
"What a beautiful night it is!" I
said.
She turned, and I caught sight of a
wisp of golden hair.
"That is very original," said she.
"Who in the world would have
thought of passing comments on the
weather at a masque! Prior to this
moment the men have been calling
me all sorts of sentimental names."
"Oh, I am coming to that. I am
even going to make love to you."
She folded her hands—rather re-




In all its stages.
Eiy's Uream Balm
ltevities, soothes and heats
b• e diseased membrane
t cures catarrh and drke.
away a cold la the head
ittickiy
Creams Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
wet tne mein tisane and is absorbed. Relief la It
mediate and a curt follows. It is not drying—does
not prodace sneezing. Large Si.se, 50 cents at Drug.
Timor by mail; Trial Size. 10 cents.
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Sureat and Quickest for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, Or ELOSTE'T -RAM
A SOLDIERS CHRISTMAS.
a
be sitting in a dark and lonely cell
nd about half froze and hearing the 
people building a place to kill a fel- 
FILES ANOTHER SUIT
(Written for the New Era.)
low, but thank the good Lord,I, have
a clear conscience now; and there
was one Frank Head and one Wood-
son Mayhew who got on the witness
stand and Frank Head swore the
it oat far me for assault, and
then got on the stand and swore he
never saw me assault her, and said
I was holding him up by drawing ai
pistol on him and at the same time
held the woman's hands with both
Of my hands and drawing a pistol at
the same time, which everybody
knows I did not have three hands,
and he swore a lie.
"I did have no pistol, not even al
pocketknife, but he is pretty near In mentioning the suits tiled here 
I To the sugar and the cream
,
lby Mrs. Mattie B. Tucker • Phillitis •
When the reveille awoke me,
to secure property she sold several!
years ago in Christian county, the
Paducah Register says:
"Monday she filed a suit to recov-
er property on West Broadway from!
T. J. McReynolds. She claims she
I was under age when she disposed of ;
the property, therefore eot 
qu4iii 
to sell at the time she did, hence the ,
woman wants the property restored
to her.
"Eight years agb she married M.
L. Wilkerson, a dentist, and they
resided here. • It was while his wife
she sold the Paducah and .Hopkins- I
ville property. She claims she: was
Induced to do so by him, although
she was under age. She afterwards •
got a divorce from Wilkerson, mar-
ried Robert Benner, the Paducah
life insurance agent until last year,
when he went west. He secured a '
divorce from her, they residing to- I
gether only a few weeks. After-
s she marriedr. Phillips and,
they went. to Atlanta, Ga., last year
to live. He is connected with, the
Scranton, Pa., school of correspond- ;
ence."
dead with consumption, and I hope
he will get forgiveness. I will for-
give him for all that myself. Wood-
son Mayhew swore I took her out in
the woods,l and that was a He, and
he well knows it. So with love to
the world, may God be with every-
body, I am. yours truly."
MISS MAY NASH DIES
Passes Away at Temple. Texas. After
A .Long Illness.
(From Thursday's Daily)
A telegram received in the city to-
day by R. C. Hardwick from Chas.
H. Nash, Jr., announces the death
last night at Temple, Texas, of Miss
May Nash. She had been critically
ill for several weeks. The deceased
the younger daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. C. H. Nash, and was a sweet
and lovely girl. The sympathy of a
host of friends is extended to the be-
reaved ones in their great sorrow.
The funeral will take place this aft-




S. E. Miller and Miss Amy Wood,
of the Sinking Fork neighborhood,
will be married today at the bride's
hone by Rev. J. U. Spurlin. The
br de is an attractive young lady
anil the daughter of G. H. Wood.
The groom is a prominent young
planter.
SOLDIERS, ATTENTION!
I am now prepared with all proper
blanks to execute claims for pen-
Both of these Men were pardoned
sions and increase of pensions undera
Following our usual custom of buying- direct from faclory, we placed an order last August for THREE HUND-
RED THOUSAND YARDS tobacco canvas. This lot was divided between three stores, so the quantity is limited.
The ruling prices to-day are much higher than we paid, hut we have always sold canvas for less than its val-
ue, and we will do it again this year, as long as the lot fasts. If you can't come to town now, telephone us
your order and we will reserve what you want.
Poor Quality at 1, 1-2c. Fair Quality at 2c. Good Quality at 2 1-.2c.
Extra Quality at 3c. Very Best Quality at 3 1-2c.
HE TOLD ON WITNESS STAND
OF COFFEY MURDER.
Guy Lyon. Alias Reynolds, Well Known
Here, Will Be Hanged Friday.
—His Statement.
(From Thursday's Daily)
Guy Lyon and W. R. (Polk)
Fletcher will be hanged tomorrow at
Russellville for assaulting Mary
Gladder.
John Feland, who was attorney
for Guy Lyon, or Guy Reynolds as
he was known here, when the cases
against the men charged with the
murder of Officer Robert Coffey
were being tried, received a letter a
few days ago in which Lyon denied
ever having made a statemen,t, since
his arrest on the charge of assault-
ing Mary Gladder, in which he re-
pudiated the story which he told up-
on the witness stand here • in the
cases against Drake and WoOrsuff
and others and for the telling of
which the indictment was quashed,
at a later tern] of court. Lyon says
most positively that he has never by
any sign, word' or deed declared that
he told a falsehbod here, but just as
positively declares that he told only
the truth. It will be 'remembered
that when placed on the stand in
the noted murder trial Lyon testi-
fied that he, with seven or eight oth-
ers left Nortonville the night before
the murder, stopped at Jim Will
Anderson's house for a while and
reached Empire about 6 olock and
fired on the guards as they went
down the railroad. According to his
story the attacking party fled'
through the woods when Officer Ccf- I
fey gave chase and that as they !
were walking along a road through
the woods some distance from the •
hill from which they had fired at
the guards, the officer rode up be-
hind them and as he was in the act
of dismounting, John Woodruff fired
the shot which tore through his left
thigh and caused him to bleed to
death,
It was mainly upon this testimony
that Francis Drake and John Wood-
ruff were sentenced to life imprison-
ment, these being the only two con-
victions e'er secured in these cases.
few weeks ago by Governor Beck-
NEW AGE LAW, approved Feb. 6,
ham.
1907. All soldiers of civil and Mexi-
About three weeks ago a committ
can wars,62 years of agt• aliewed $12;te
from Russellville came here and i - 
at 70 years $15; 75 years and over
DEATH OF PROMINENT
a statement in which he says: CLARK4 VILLF T
•` While sitting in a dark and lone-
ly cell, listening to the ringing of the.
ringing of the hammer and the saw
'where they are preparing a place to
wzongfully and wilfully murder me,
which we can't anything from the
word of God, but when they take a
man out and hang him and him tru-
ly innocent as the man who hangs
epected the death trap in the new 
$20 per month.
jail for the purpose of getting its
measurements so as to build one like
it. As they were forced to build a
wooden scaffold and the one here is
'1'. E. LAWSON,
Notary Public, West 7th Street,
Hopkinsville, Ky. d. 3t. le23t.
Misses' Maude and Aliee Harris,of
of steel and iron thoughout, they i tbe county, are -visiting friends
could not get much information from here.
the one on which George Holland
was hung.
Lyon, or Reynolds, has prepared.il CLAKSViLLE DENTISi:
Feb.
14.—Dr. H. E. Beach died Tuesday
afternoon after havii.g been in de-
clining 114a1th for the past year or
more. Dr. Beach was one of the
most public spirited, enterprising
and benevolent citizens in Clarks-
ville, who was well known all over
Tennessee and Kentucky as an emi-
nent dental surgeon. He was a na-
me, it is cold-blooded murder, and tive of Prince Edward county, Va.,
every man in my jury has committed and was born February 1, 1837. •
murder in his heart and the judge
has committed murder and the pro-
secuting attorney has committed
Besides his wife he is survived by
several children, all grown. He
served as a member of the board of
murder, 80 the Bible tells me. aluermen and board of health.
"So and as to me assaulting Mary
Gladder, I aan as innocent as any
man who man read this. * * It
is rather enibarrassing to anyone to
.,Dr. Beach was a brother-in-law of
Dr. R. B. Bourne, of this city.
i Mr. Clarence King, who was con-fined to his bed for several days with
i the grip, is able to be out again.
Mrs. Sam Carr, of Earlington, vis-
ited her mother, Mrs. Boyd, last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Simpson
visited Mrs. Simpson's mother, Mrs.
Davis, of Empire, last week.
Carl Meacham, of Earlington, was
In our midst Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Earl Golden is taking a busi-
ness course iecollege at Nashville,
Tenn.
There was no preaching at the
Baptist church Sunday. The pas-
I was sitting down to dinner
In a farm house o'er the sea
To a turkey brown and tender
And a cup of steaming tea.MRS. PHILLIPS WANTS MORE
There were crullers sweating rich-
PROPERTv RETURNED ness
And a row of pumpkin pies.
With the lightest, whitest biscuits,
That were ever Set to rise.
Tom J. McReynolds s Made D f d
Our thrivihg little town has four
stores, two churches, a good schlol
house and some seventy-five or olio
hundred inhabitants. ,Mr.
burn is our efficient postmasier.
The greatest disadvantage to our
promising town is the absence of a
; good physician.
Roads in this community are al-
most impassable. The rural free de-
livery near here has been discontin-
ued on this account.
All of the tobacco here is sold and
mostly stripped. Delivery is de-
layed by the bad condition of the
roads.
I The plant bed season is here. Most
of the farmers are taking advantage
of the satiny days.
Mr. David Walker spent a feu
days visiting friends and relatives
In Earlington last week.
Mrs. S. A. Fuller is very low with
consumption.
There my dear old fashioned
mother,
In her purple piinttd gown,
Meekly bent her silver tresses
As she called the blessing down.
She was just about to help me
flu i i:tiiu it au a uream.
'Tho tomorrow will be Christmas,
I am miles and miles away
From the farm house and the tur-
key.
And the mother old and gray,
Clad in torn and faded khaki
And the raggedest of hats,
In a country where the menu
Runs to fricassee of rats.
It is not the least of hardships.
That a soldier has to bear—
Dreams and pleasant recollections
Of the days of better fare.
While the peaceful home folks
gather
Round a boad With plenty spread
He is lying in the trenches
Waiting for a dose of lead.
But all friends and near relations
Far among the smiling fields,
Who are.grateful for the bounty
That a plentious harvest yields,
Don't forget who guards the glory
Of that golden land for you,
And just spare a thought on
Christmas
To the absent boys in blue.
JOHN C. BEY LOLDS.
Co. ".F," 16th, Infantry,
Manila, P. I.
Church Hill, Grange No. 109,
Feb. 8, 1907:—
Whereas, we r( cognize. .in Bro. J.
B. Walker a farmer, eminently fit-
ted for a meth her of the- Kentucky
Board of Agricitlture. Resolved
that we confidently recommend him
to the Farmers clubs and other vot-
WILL CLOSE SUNDAYS. K. C. THE VICTOR
ANNOUNCEMENT
Special Invitation to The Public
Attend the Service He Will
(From Thursday's Daily)
Rev. Walt Holcomb announced
last night that the Methodist reviv-
al, the night services of which are
being held this week rt the taber-
nacle, would close with the service
of Sunday night.
In making his announcements he
, stated that the subject for tonight
.would be "The King. a Great Sin- McLean
ner," and he urged all who possibly Miller
could to hear this message if they Preston
had heard none of the other sermons .Lyons
of the series or could not hear any
of those which followed it. Services
will be held again Saturday night.
Sunday morning the preaching will
be at the Methodist church but the
afternoon and night services of that
day will be-at the tabernacle. The
afternoon service will be a mass
meeting and space will be reserved
in the gallery for colored people.
The subject of the sermon will be a
most unusual one, being the race
horse term, •'They're off."
Last night's service was well at-
tended and considerable interest was
again manifested, there being sev-
eral conversions: The text was the
fifteeeth verse of the first chapter of
the epistle of James, "Then when
lust bath conceived, it bringeth
forth sin; and sin, when it is finish-
ed bringeth forth death." The line I
of thought presented from this text
was that a wrong conceived in the
human mind would plunge °lie into The Cumberland Telephones-loom-
sin even before they realized the pany, by Attorneys Hunter Wood
& Son, filed suit Thursday against
the city of Hopkinsville to recover
$900 paid under protest for taxes IlL
1904 on cash and accounts. The suit
is brought under the recent decision
of the court of appeals that such
property should be assessed by the






enormity of the step they were tak-
ing, such as the first drink bringeth
forth a drunkard, the first game of
cards making the gambler, the first
oath making a blasphemous person
and so on through the category.
ing bodies of our district. Also, •Re- ES Tr C) -AL .
solved that eur delegates to Stet*. Bears the The Kind You Have Always Bought
Institute be,. and they are hereby in- Signature
structed to vote for and use all legal of
efforts to secure his election.
MRS. ROM% WOOD, See'y.
LOST — A black and red buggy
robe On Virginia or Ninth street.
Return to this office for reward.
Ar TABERNACLE or




tor, Rev. Mr. Spurlin, of your city, Introducing scenes from English
is confined tO his bed with. pneu- 
and Comic Opera. Seats on sale at
MINERVA A NN. Heath 50e.
i Ander8011-Fowler Co, line. Reserved
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.. Feb.
14.—South Kentucky college turned
the tables on Mooney yesterday
winning the second basket ball game
by the large score of 32 to 17. Phil-








Moayon's Hall tomorrow night
at 8 o'clock the third game of the
bailket ball league will be play
and from all indications the double
header will be the fastest and :most
exciting yet played. The Co. D.,
first team has now suffered defeat
twice at the bands .of the first. Smith
Kentucky College team, and the sol-
diers say they are determined that
the result tomorrow night shall be
different. The second game will be
between the second teams of South
Kentucky college and Co. D., this
being the first time these teams have
had an opportunity to match their
strength. One admission will be
charged for both games or season
tickets good for the five games yet
to be played will be sold for $1.
A Bird In The Hand
is worth two in the bush, when th
bird is a good policy for FIRE i
SURANCE, and the bush is you
home going up in flames. Every
man man sleeps better and leaves
for business daily with an easier
mind when a safety blanket covers.
"home, sweet borne." If not insur-
ed, ask us to place your home in
safety with one of the strongest com-
panies on earth, for the most reas-
onable of yearly premiums. Isn't it
worth while?
BENS. WINFREE.
Fire arm Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight
I ANTED We want five-hundred "ALMO".Jingle verses for our "ALMO",
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use. ,
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will
work w mders with your complex-
ion in a few days. Treats the
skin while you wash. Opens and
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
A few Drops of "ALMO"
In the washbowl now and
then,
Means a fine complexion.
Makes you look young again.
107
FREE! If you have never used 'ALMO" we will send you a 4.
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
I Nrstwa (tletn' %ZtP.141)t!' togiy1 e
pZ,istf: and full particu-
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an of La Fayette, died at the resi-
dence of his daughter, Mrs. Dora
'hasher, this morning
!Several weeks ago, Mr. Andersen
Met with an accident to which his
death was due. He was in his room
faitting fuel on a fire place when a
heavy andiron fell on his foot mash-
ing his toes so severely that ampu-
tation was necessary. Blood poikon-.
ing resulted and his death this morn-
ig at four o'clock followed.
The deceased was eighty-six years
Of ege. His wife died a few years
teso and since that time he had made
his home with his daughter. He
Was a life-long Christian and a mem-
ber of the Cumberland Presbyterian
church. The funeral will take place
tomorrow afternoon at La Fayette.
' ( From Wed nesda•y 's Da ily )
Duffy and Rives, as attorneys for
Clark Boynton, have filed suit
against L. B. 'Cayce, C. A. Brack-
rogge, H. W. Tibbs, John V. Oray,
Jr., W. A. Cantrell, G. V. Green,
Max Moayon, Leslie P'Pool, H. A.
Rex, John Is Menke, J. D. Higgins
and others unknown !but doing busi-
ness under the name of Council No.
Jake Anderson, a venerable citi-18, National Fratereal Union, for $80'
alleged to be due on a contract made
with the fraternal union for serviees
rendered during the fall_ carnival
which was October 15-20,1906.
After reciting the fact of the car-
nival being held, etc., the petition,
alleges that it was agreed that the
fraternal 'union should pay to. the
plaintiff the sum of $100 as remuner-
ation for his attraction known as the
Canine Circus. The plaintiff claims
that be only received $20 of the price
agreed upon and he now seeks to re-
cover the balance alleged to be due
together with 6 per cent. interest.
The prayer is also made that the
court shall force the defendants to
file a complete list of their members
and to furnish any other informa-
tion tending to benefit the ease of
the plaintiff.
440.1111.11•MINI•••••••••••••••. .4144•••••••••
%UNFREE & KNIGH I',
Rcal La
r
• The seasoil of the year when peo-
'pie want to buy teal estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
9to buy or sell to consult this column.
. We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur
, nish prospective customers convey-
ance to look at property without cost
to them. Come to see us if you want; 
to sell, it cost you nothing if you
. fail.
s • Good farm of 155 acres, located,
near Howell, Ky The farm is well
, fenced. has house of 3 roofris, good
tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
• new tobacco barns, one good stock
barn, new smoke house and other
eitbuildings and about 20 acres good
• timber. Will be sold at a low price
; and on easy terms.
Mill property with 8 or 10 acres of
land, 3 dwellings, one store house
with good trade established, black-
smith shop and postoffice with daily
mail. The mill is in a fine agrieuls
tural section with a good local cus-
tom. Capacity of 60 barrels of flour
per day. Thoroughly equipped
ehort system roller nlll. About 4
• Mill within four miles. Will sell at
. a bargain. Good reason for selling.
! A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
. on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
Fifty acres of land with 3,000 fruit
• trees on it, dwelling and barn.
About 8 miles from town. Will be
! sold cheap.
' One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Virginia street, corner lot
feet front by 268 feet deep. House
ith beautiful shade and fruit trees,
good cistern, stable and all necessary
outbuildings. All in excellent re-
pair. Price and terms reasonable*
50 acres of fine land 14 miles from
Hopkinsville on Canter) pike, good
spring and barn, fenced and has 20
• acres of thriber. Very desh able
property.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles4
; from Bennettstown, Ky. Good
' house 3 rooms, tenant house, good be sold at a bargain or exchanged
for town property.
A fine farm of 400 acres within one
mile of Pembroke on pike, 95 acres
of fine timber. This farm is well
fenced with hedge and wire and di-
vided into five shifts, on each of
fwhich is ple ty of never failing vat
ler. This is ne of the finest farms in
the best farrming sections of Kentuc-
ky, el1 adjipted to corn, wheat, to
bacco and all kinds of grasses..
for any purpose. There is no etter stock farm in the
1 Fine farm of 485 acres at Herndon, country, IMprovements first class
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres Um-
well, largeitobacce b am, good frame
stable 28x30 feet, 40 acres in fine Um-
ber, good level land and a desirable
farm convenient to schools and
churches and on good road.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky On the Cox Mill
• road. This-land is good ,Red Clay
• subsoil, and lies well and is in good
condition, fronts about mile on
I good pike, make a No. 1, small farm
ANDIRON FELL SUES FOR ABALANCE SEED FOR YOU FREE!
ON HIS FOOT
AND THE ACCIDENT HAD A FATAL
TERMINATION.
JAKE ANDERSON IS DEAD.
His Toes Were Amputated But Blood
Poisoning Set In And Death
Soon Resulted.
(From Tuesiday'e Daily)
ALLEGED TO BE DUE ON AN
AGREEMENT.
Dog Show Man Says That The Nation-
al Fraternal Union Owes Him
Eighty. Dollars.
her. This farm is fine land with
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided Into
s several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3
porches, fine new stable,. cost $700;
1 new barn, 3 cabins, cow house and
machine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good e fram house and good tobac-
co barn.
3rd tract. 46 acres of timber h of
mile from Herndon. ,
Nice new cottage on South Virgin-
ia street. Has six rooms and bath
room, good cistern and stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192" feet
to a 16 foot alley. This place will be
sold on reasonable terms.
'The S. T. Fox farm . of 512 acres.
situated on the Miller dill road
about seven miles southare- if op.
insvillee -large two stary dwelling
and *11 necessary farm buildings.
T
good fence, orchard and pisiity ot
water and timbers, This is a fine
farm ad located in. one of the best
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and ball, one large tobacco barn,
good stables and cow house, buggy
houiee, 2 new cabins, smoke house
hen house, new wire fence, nice
yoeng orchard, grapes, rasp-berries
and strawberries, plenty of water.
, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and.on easy terms.
400 acres of desirable fanning land
In Montgomery county, Tenn. heav-
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell.
K price $7.00 per acre.! •, 
Valuablel store room oii main
street. One of the best business
cations in the city.
• Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
mile of mill, postollice aag church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
rood orchard. Farm in good con-
dition and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
Good farm of 80 acres on river
Miles from Hopkinsville with good
8-room house, good tobacco barn.
Will be sold at a bargain if you come
soon. Mold for corn, wheat, tobacco
and grass..
100 acres fine timber land, will cut
300,000 .1 of white oak, red oak,hick-
ory and poplar. Tract has on it one
of the greatest natural curiosities in
the state, Pilot Rock, under which is
a fine quarry of lithographic stone,
several mineral springs. Pilot Rock
rises sheer 300 feet with an acre of
grove on lot. Would make a delight-
ful summer resort. 106 acres farm
adjoining the above, limestohe land
with good dwelling, 2 barns, stables,
orchard, good water in yard. This
property will be (sold at a bargain
either separately or as a whole.
A farm of 85% acres in a good
neighborhood in Christian county,
near a pike, t good . lane, house of 5
rooms, barn, stable and outhouse, a
good orchard, 10.4,1 acres thnberAVill
and in perfect repair, fine 2-ktory
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran-
da in front and porches in rear, four
frame tenant houses., two large new
tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
1 prge stables, cow houses, • tool
houses, carriage and ice house, two
large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
with a beautiful lawn of four acres
in front of house. One of the most
desirable farms in toe state, in one
of the best neighborhoods, conven-
ient to school, churches and good
market. The land in first class con-
dition. Will be sold on. easy terms
to suit- purchaser.
Farm of 248% acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards ihI
!road, well improved with hoti),espi
' stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pautry, and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, stables.
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
or 4 acres, 25 acrefe of timber, farm
is well matured and. land is in good
I part and under gaioit wire' fence.
"V MR I. Y R.SNTIT;XY NEW 14,RA 
LOOS OF CHRISTIAN NOTE OF WARNING
It is a sore thing that more gar-
dens will be planted' with seed fur-
nished by the Kentucky New Era
this _spring than from any other
soul ce. This is due to the record-
breaking offer now being made by
this paper by which twenty full-size
packages or $1 worth of garden or
flower seed are given with each
year's paid in advance subscription
to the Weekly N-w Era.
Scores of people have • already
taken advantage of the offer and
seed have been mailed to such far-off
states as Texas, Indian Territory,
Oklahoma, Nevada and Alabama,
while they have been liberally dis- office with hi n remittance.
Kentucky here it goes to the seed house and
and Tennessee. the seed' are mailed out the same
This is a genuine free offer, noth- day the list is received. In this way
distributed throughout
Era, begin at once by paying, your
I dollar and the paper'itself will repay
you many times oyes for the outlay,
to say nothing of the full value of
your money in the seed.
These seed are guaranteed in every
'respect, both as o their fertility and
genuine varieties. They are mailed
direct from one of the largest seed
houses in the country -to the sub-
scriber. In this issue appears a
large advertisement giving a com-
plete list of the seed offered, from
which the subscriber selects twenty
packages of either garden or flower
seed, or both, and ;seeds it to this
From
ing else being required to secure the subscriber makes his own selec-
these seed except to pay a year's tion and does not have to take a lot
subscription in advance at the regu-
lar rate of $1. If a person is already
a subscriber and paid up, pay one
year advance and the seed are
yours. If you are in arrears, pay
the back dues and one year in ad-
vance and get the seed as a present.
If you are not now taking the New
of seed which are unpopular varie-
ties, as is generally the ease in simi-
lar offers. This offer will not be
continued very mach longer, so cut
out the list, mark your selection and
send it in at once and thus get your
seed irrpienty of time for your spring
gardening.
C kERULEAN CiRONICLES.
Mrs. Alex Ashby. of the Hawkins SEASON OF LENT
neighborhood, died last Saturday . (From 'WednesdasCs Daily)
evening. Her remains were laid to
rest in the Hawkins burying ground
last Monday.
Mrs. J. S. White has returned to
her home after several days' visit to
her mother at Corydon, Ky.
Mrs. Nannie Belle Ficken, of Hop-
kinsville, visited her sister, Mrs. J.
L. Turner. of this place, last week.
Dr. Julian Dismukes, a popular
young dentist of Paducah, Ky., is
here this week on a professional
trip.
Capt. R. S. Pool, the genial hotel
proprietor of Cerulean Springs,
transacted business in Hopkinsville
last Saturday.
The citizens of Cerulean Springs
have called a mass meeting for
Thursday evening at 7 p. m., to dis-
cuss the subject of improving public'
roads in our magisterial district.
The citizens of said district are mak-
ing private subscriptions and they
want to ascertain to what extent
our fiscal court would add to their
subscriptions. Already there has
been a little work done in this way.
It is believed several hundred dol-
lars could be raised by subscription
to apply on different roads if said
court would double the amount,
that is put up two dollats to each
one dollar paid by subscription.
40.
Have A Dollar Ready.
The management of the Fist Na-
tionalsBank suggests to those intend-
ing opening a savings account in its
savings department to have a dollar
ready with which to make the initial
deposit when the solicitor calls so
that he can leave one of the little
pocket banks. This will greatly af-
cilitate the work.
Death of Young Man.
Jar). W. McGee, Jr., the 17 year old
son of Jas. W. McGee, of Clarks-
ville, ailed last night at San Antonio,
Texas, where he had been taken for
his health. His death was very sud-
den, caused by heart trouble, which
developed from consumption. His
body will be taken to Clarksville
Saturday ,for
His mother was Miss Belle Lan-
tier, formerly of this city.
- --•••••- ••••
HANGS BY THREAD
LIFE OF MRS. BIRDIE CAMPBELL
ALMOST DESPAIRED OF.
Mrs. Birdie Fowler Campbell is
critically ill with congestion of the
brain at her home on Broadway
near Seventh street, and yesterday
she was still unconscietis,into which
state she went Monday night late.
Physicians are constantly at her
bedside and her condition is very
dangerous. Her son, John Camp-
bell, is en route home from his col-
lege atWinchester, Va., while her
mother-in-Jaw, Mrt. J,Jary Camp-
bell, has been summoned from her
home in Virginia. A telephone mes-
sage at.1 o'clock this morning stated
that her condition was ssiderably
improved.—Paducah Register.
This is Ash Wednesday. It in-
augurates Lent and Is fixed forty
days before Easter, which is always
the first 8unday following the full
moon that comes immediately after
the vernal equinox. This year the
full moon appears March 29, and the
Sunday following, March 31. the
Christians of all creeds celebrate as
the annisersary of the resurrection
of the Savior.
The first Lenten service at Grace
church was held this morning. The
weekly services during the season
will be held at four o'clock on- Mon-
days, Wednesdays $r d Fridays, and
the rector, Rev. George C. Abbitt,
will deliver a series of discourses
appropriate to the occasion.
At St. Peter and St. Paul s church,
mass was celebrated at 7:80 a. m.
There will be evening devotion at
.7:30 o'clock. In Roman Catholic
churches, generally, there is on Ash
Wednesday the ceremony of bless-
ing and sprinkling ashes on the fore-
head of the attendants at mass, the
priest at the same time saying:
"Remember, maii, that dust thou
art and, unto dust thou shalt return."
The time intervening between Ash
Wecjiiesday and Easter -Sunday is
called Lent, and tradition has it
that It is so called because in early
days of Christianity the fast and ab-
stinence was more rigprous than in
modern times, and he faithful lived
,on a vegetable called lentil._
Lent is a time of penitence, of
1
 
fasting and prayer commemorative
of the 40 days that the Savior fasted
in the desert before he began his
public career as a teacher of man-
kind. '
..s.
D. A. R. Washington Party.
The D. A. R. will entertain a
flinch Saturday, Feb. 28, at the re-
sidence of Mrs. John R. Green.
There will be attractive features in-
cident to 'Washington's birthday.
Guests are asked to bring 'a donation
of 36 cente,each,and the fund will be
used for patriotic purposes. Th5 en-
tertainment is given on the 23rd
Instead of the 22nd owing to a con-
flict with other events.
••
WHY HE DOES IT.
"It isn't often that I have faith
enough in the medicine's put up by
other people to be willing to offer to
refund the money if it does not
cure," said Druggist L. L. Elgin to
one of his many customers, "but I
am glad to sell Dr. Howard's specif-
ic for the cure of constipation and
dyspepsia on that plan.
"The Howard OisS in order to get
a quick introductory sale, authoriz-
ed me to sell the _regular fifty-cent
bottle of their specific for half-price,
25 cents, and, although I have sold
a lot of it, and guaranteed every
package, not one has been brought
back as unsatisfactory.
"One great advantage of this spe-
cific," lie continued, "is its small
dose and convenient form. There
are sixty doses in a vial that can be
carried in the vest pocket or purse.
, "I am still selling the specific at
half-price, although I cannot tell
how long I shall be able to do so.
Any person who is subject to coli-
stipatien, sick headache, dizziness,
liver trouble, indigestion, or a gen-
eral played out condition, ought to
take advantage of this opportunity.
If the specific does not cure them,
they can come right back to my
store, and I will cheerfully refund
their mosey.
wl5s120
ON THEIR WAY 10 THE JAMES-
TOWN EXPOSITION
SOUNDED BY GENERAL REIM
ORGANIZER SHERmAN,
Returns From the Counties Ihat Have Tobac,co Growers Should Control Ac-
Subscribed to the Kentucky Home
Fund made This Week.
The car load of Ghristian county
logs for the Jamestown exposition
has been ihipped by Commissiener
Birch Walker. Not less than a doz-
en kinds of logs were in the ship-
ment. They will be used to con-
struct one of the cabins in the old
fort to be reproduced. This is the
first car shipped out of the state for
that purpose.' The logs were con-
tributed by the following farmers:
Dr. J. D. Clardy, J. R. Caudle,
John C. Gary, A. H. Wallace,
R. C. Gary, J. W. Riley.
C. L. Dade, J. B. Trice,
Rob Shelton, Fox Holloway,
G. H. Stowe, U. L. Campbell,
J. J. VanCleve, Ben Moore, Jr.
D. H. Armstrong, W. H. Gary,
A. M. Henry. e
All logs to be used in the construc-
tion of the Fort of Boones'boro, Ken-
tucky's building at the exposition,
have been secured. .
An unusually attractive forestry
exhibit is to be made by Kentucky
at the exposition. This is being
collected by Col. M.'H. Crump, for-
merly of this city and now of Bowl-
ing Green, director of the forestry
exhibits for-the exposition.
Returns are expected from all
counties by Feb. 15, showing the ex-
act amount that has been subscribed
to the $40,000 fund sought by the
Kentucky Jamestown Exposition
Commission. It will be just seven-
ty days from that date before the
opening of the Exposition on April
26, and the Commission has annouies
ced that it must hear from each
county by the middle of the month.
Much interest has been taken in the
canvass which started under the
name of 'Kentucky - Jamestown
Week" and it Is believed a sufficient
fund has been subscribed to erect a
state building and tnake a handsome






The recital at Grace church by
Prof. Myers last night, under the
auspices of the choir, was a most
delightful one, and it would have
been a .most exacting person who
could have made an unfavorable
criticism. Prof. Myers is a man of
agreeable personality, and froni time
beginning one realized that he was
on fntimate terms with his instru-
ment. He played wit greatest ease,
absolutely no self-consciousness,
and with rare appreciation and sen-
timent, his work being character-
ized by most facile fingering, and
very remarkable use of the pedals:
It may be questioned if in an (Tort
to dhow his skill a more varied pro-
gram could have been • selected, and
If his aim was to show the capacity
of the beautiful organ, of which that
congregation is sti justly proud, he
was equally successful. From the
beginning with the sonorous har-
monies' of • Lohengriii, introducing
the dignified and melodious wed-
ding march ,through Tannhauser, not
less acceptable, to the light Gavotte
and the infections strains of Trovas
tore and Poet ,and Peasant, there
was not a moment of unflagging in-
terest, and under Prof. Myers, ma-
nipulation the audience listened
spellbound to the vibrating iliapas-
ons of Wagner's heavier numbers.
to the notes of almost human tones,
as in the seraphic chant. to the
liquid melting chromatic work and
the flute-like qualities of a beautiful
instrument.
Nor was Prof. Myers' skill less
noticeable in the happily mcdulated
accompaniment to the voices. Miss
Wendemuth's classical selection
gave rare opportunity for her voice,
whose dramatic expression was
never so apparent. Miss Elgin's
voice in "0, Dry Those Tears"
showed a quality of tenderness and
sentiment that is not ordinary. It
was regretted that Prof$Myers wee
unable to sing as he was suffering
from &Cold.
On the whole, one fact was estab-
lished last night—with two or three
entertainments in town, the pres-
ence of a large and elegant audience
at Grace church shows this com-
munity is a music-loving one, and




maws witat Ima MI6
reage. — Overproduction Will
Put The Trust in Power.
To the Tobacco Growers: Having
led in the organizing of both .the
dark and Burley growers, and being
deeply interested in the permanent
success of your work, I want to ut-
ter a woial of warning and hope you
will each takelt to heart. Don'tkill
the goose that lays tbe"golden egg.'„
That is, don't grow too much tobac-
co. Now that the growers have got-
ten into a position that they can
compel profitable . prices, the ten-
dency to plant fill out of doors in to-
bacco' will be atagreented unless the
thoughtful '0168' keep preaching
against it. Overproduction will dis-
rupt your orgonisation and place the
trust again in the saddle as sure as
sunrise briege day.
The special use of your local union
is as a school, to educate the people
along the these lines, You can, by
organized effort, secure a profitable
price for all the tobacco that the
world needs, but no more. Study
the demands of the markets and ar-
range to keep the acreage equal to
the deman,l, and no more In this
way you complete control of the
price can be made permanent and
not otherwise. I; beg of the thought-
ful people among the growers to give
much attention to this question. If
you find a man who is inclined to
put out a large crop of tobacco. rea-
son with him: Why put out fifty
acres when twenty-five will bring
-the same arupunt of money? A lot
of conservative thinking and action
is now necessary to prevent the loss
ot the fruits of our victory. This
can be done 'by education through
the local union and thoughtful men.
The good people of Kentucky know
that I am desply interested in their
success and would not sound a note
of warning if 1'did not think it was
needed.
H. B. SHERMAN,
General Field Organizer of the A. S.
of E.
Have A Dollar Ready.
The management of tbe First Na-
tional Bank suggests to those intend-
ing opening a savings account in Its
savings department to have a dollar
ready with which to make the initial
deposit when the solicitor calls so
that he can leave one of the little





Mil4t4 Oen Witty and Mr. Ben M.
Skees • were joined in • wedlock
Tuesday night at the Catholic par-
sonage by 'Father Welch, and left
for Cincinnati on a bridal trip. The
bride is the attractive daughter. of
Mr. A. F. iWitty. Mr. Skeet; is a
prosperous ypung citizen of _Louts.
vale where the .iappy couple wiV
reside.
Williams-Bar ker.
Mr. B. P. \Vilna» s and Miss Nits
Hon Barker wfil\be quietly married
this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. Virginia Barker on
North Second street. The ceremony
will be perfonued by Rev. Johnson,
and will be witnessed by only the
immediate family and a few friends.:
The "folloWing out-of-town guests
will be present. at, Of' wedding: Mrs.
Newman Donnell, of St. Louis, Mo.;
Mr. Haskins .Williams, Mrs. N ;untie
H. Williams and. Mies Eleanor Wil-
liams. of Birminghatn, Ala.: Misses
Kate Mansoe and Atutie Fruit, of
Hopk i nsv le. and Miss Frances •
Maurine Cloud, of Montgomery.—
Clarksville 1,1.a f-Ch r(in
--se.-
WOMAN ON TRIAL
The case of Pearl Brown was call-
ed in Hopkins Circuit Court Monday
morning and both i‘des announced
ready, and the trial is now in prog-
ress. Morrow and Fox are represent-
ing the woman. Pearl Brown shot
and killed her ,husband last summer
during the Hopkins county fair. The
negroes had been drinking, and a
quarrel between the couple resulted
in the shooting. The husband and
wife were members of an old planta-
tion at the fair grounds.
LATER—The jury sentenced Pearl











tits Red Clover Blossom and the Roney Res ea
Every Bottle.
"A Cold or a Cough nearly always pro-
tium; constipation—the water all runs to the
eyes. nose and throat Instead of passing out
of the system through the liver ani kidneys.
For the want of moisture the bowels become
try and hard."
or. Cures Colds by working them out of
the system through a copious action o!
the bowels.
lir Cures Coughs by cleansing and
strengthening the mucous membra'nes o:
the throat, chess lungs and bronchial tubes.
For Croup, Whooping Cough, La Grippe.
Influenza, Bronchitis, and all Cougiss,
Colds, Lung and Bronchial affections no
remedy is equal to Kennedy's Laxative
Roney and Tar. Children like it.
Put us in 25c, 50c and $1.00 bottles at the Lab.
testacy of & 0. DeWitt &00..Chicago. U.S.A
For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
'—PUBLISHED BV—
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
eNEW ERA 1FILD'0, 15 WEST 7TH, ST.
.geceived at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as s'eeond-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per yeat  
" three months
" per week. 
Weekly per year 
" per six months. 
Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Respect, and other similar notices,
five cents per line.
CIRCUIT COURT—FirSt Monday in
June and fourth Monday. in Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL Couivr—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY Couser—First Monday ha
every month.
A man walked into his
big, strong man physically — and
when his wife met him he knocked
her down. She fled tshrieking into
another room and locked the door.
*Mary, the man's daughter, a little
thing five years old,fell to her knees
and elung to him and cried out, sob-
bing, "Don't kill mamma, pap!"
He patted her head and told her,
to get her brother Edward.
Edward, a boy of six, came.
The man drew a revolver and shot
his two weeping and trembling chil-
dren. He then blew his. own brains
out.
"He was a good man," said the
wife to the police, her face all torn
and blackened by his blows. "He
Wit.,4 a good man, and never treated
me badly before."
• What suddenly -transformed this
usually good husband and kind
father ink a ferocious demon, a
murdering wild beast?,
brink!
He was Frederick Dietscher, aje
driver for the health department,
and he paid out the hard-earned
money that should have gone to his
family that he might become a,
slaughtering lunatic. Insanity by
she bottle, by the glass, may he as
readily purchased as are matches to
start fires with.—New York Journal.
A record of 1,778 pardons granted
in six years is left by Governor Jeff-
erson Davis., who has just retired
after serving three terms as chief
fiscal:0 ve of the state of Arsansna.
This r 'cord is believed to stand
With out, an equal ill any state in. the
union. Mr. Davis was in office 2,190
•- nays, and deducting 312 Sundays,
1,87S workilig nays are left.
Tb is shows a pardon granted almost
LAXATIVE COUGH SYR
THE
You know what it is
—few people are ex-
empt from frequent




a severe gnawing or
burningsensationises-
perienced in the upper
part of the abdomen.
Heartburn is one of








gives instant relief in all cases of heart-
burn and by toning and strengthening
the stomach and bowels, prevents •
return of the trouble.
DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
is an invaluable remedy for all trouble
arising from the stomach, bowels, livem
and kidneys, and because of its purity
can be used with impunity for both
children and grown folks.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
can be obtained in both dollar and half.
dollar sizes from all druggists.
Your money will be refunded if it
does not benefit you.
Your postal card request will brine by returemail our new booklet. "DR. CALDWELL'SBOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample tothose who have never tried this wonderfulremedy. Do it row.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
Mon:seen% Illinois
every day in which Governor Davis
was in office. The total of 1,778 par.
dons does not include about 150 pro-
clamations for remittance of fines,
the release of bondsmen and sift-alas
cases.
Thirty million of people in Amer-
ica, or more than one-third of the
nation's propulation, are living un-
der a prohibition law, :says the an-
nual report of the Associated Prohi-
bition Press, a news bureau furnish-
ing news relative to the prohibition
movement whichhas its headquart-
ers in Chicago.
The report, which is a resume of
the results accomplished by the vat-
ions forces working for prohibition.
states that the prohibitory area in
foreign countries has been greatly
increasedaluring, the year.
In the United States the territory
gained by the prahibitionists is
large. In Tennessee 1,835 out of 1.848
towns have stmt out saloons under
the local option law, and 1,732,737
people out. of a total population of
2,020,616 live under prohibition.
In Arkansas the advance of prohi-
bition has been equally marked, for
e even-tweliths of the territory and
two-thirds of the population have
prohibition. The aggregate vote on
the liquor question in that state
c langed from a liefills0 majority of
1)2,318 in 1$94 to a prohibition major-
ity of i5,61ti in 1906.
In Georgia, 103 out of 137 counties
in the state have prohibition.
Indiana is reported as having 648.
townships and 40 cities without sa-
loons, and Ohio has 1400 "dry!"
to w nsh IS. Ver mon t and NOV
Hampshire, which reptittled , their
prohibitory laws, are said to be re-
turning to the fold, Vermont having
but 25 licensed towns out of a tatal Ut
140, and in New Hampshire the hi-
crease for prohibition during h4406 is
given as 175 per cent,.
Minneapolis is given as an example
"'eve of the Lesson. Gen. sill. 1-111
Niels' ory VerNes. S. 11—Golden
Luke x11. 1.-•-•;Conintentary
by lies% D. M. Stearns.
(l'or. t ight, 191r, by Aiti riean I'r;.,Li Aliso, HIV- 1
. Wo huve but one leison assigne I ti,4
in the t wr4_ chapters xiii and x:N% hilt
We 11U1.4t tlieleavor to -get an Pea of ti.'
iv -As:etas of the two. Last week xve !,q';-
Abram iu a bad way. wandering frran
4: sl. le:tring he might he killed. ea-
C)tra!;lag a lie and being reproved by
a haathea. king. How blessed it is that
thiseals we forget Hint and waniler
- away still He doth love us where-so.
1 we stray, and when we turn lands isHim 'ashamed of our wanderings He is
always read; to receive us. John vi. :17.
stands ever true for sinner or Sl:Ill .
"Him that eometh to me I will in ns
wise cast out." The 1111SSOU today opens
with Abram returning to God and to
his altar at Bethel and again calling on
the name of the Lord. If through
temptation we ever wander from (;aft.
let us quickly. return, for if we confess
our sins He is faithful and just to for-
give us our sins, because of our advo-
cate (I John I, 9; ii, 1). He who taught
us to forgive seventy times seven prize-
flees the same Himself, and what a
wonder it is that He so watches over
His wandering children that if any one
dare's to touch them He at once stturis
up for them (chapter xil, 17).
. Abtam and Lot have now grown sq
rich that it is impossible for 'them to
dwell together, and when Abram saw
that his herdmen and those of Lt
were at strife .iu the presence of the
Inhabitants of the land he said that it
must not be, but that they must peace-
• ably separate. So he. gave Lot his
choice of -all the land and said that he
would take what Lot did not choose.
How this must have exalted Abram,
but specially the God of Abram, in the
eyes of the heathea, and that is the
one thing the children of God are on
earth for, to magnify the nhme of the
Lord, that He may be known.
Lot did not know God as his uncle
Abram did, but was more apt to think
of himself and his own welfare, so he
I took advantage of his uncle's offer.
probably with great alacrity, and was
soon settling himself in the cities of
the plain toward Sodom, not seeming
to consider the wickedness of the 'peo-
ple of Sodom. though he doubtless
knew it (verses 12, 13). Lot lifted tin
his eyes, like so many now just high
enough to see something whidi appear-
ed to be to his advantage, regardless
of what God had to say about it. We
do not read of Lot' building an altar or
calling on the name of the Lord.
This separation of Lot from Abram
(verse 11) was a good thing for Abram
and his servants, but it was a bad day, .
for Lot when he went away front
Abram. There are those' who. being so
weak in themselves and not knowing
how to lean upon God, seem specially
to need some godly person ever near
them to counsel them and keep their
eyes upon the Lord. Blessed are all
who are willing to be separated from
all that is not of God that they mass
Live as near to Him as possible and
, walk humbly with Him. Nothing sestet-
rates from the world like the eanscious,
and enjoyed presence of God. for at,
Moses believed and taught and David
also (Ex. xxxiii, 10: II Sam. vii. XI. 24).
and the Spirit. through Paul, empha-
sizes the same great truth (II ('or. yr
17, 18). On the other hand. as we
choose the world and the gratification
of self, we lose that fellowship with
God which Is 'our high privilege. One
or the other we are choosing always.
I and as you read this will you not lift
' up your heart and say to Him who
! reads the heart with His eyes as a
li name' of 
' fire searching every part.
, "Lord, what dost Thou see my heart
' choosing and longing.for?"
of a latge city which has -enforced i To stop at verse 13 would be to miss
Sunday closing with good effects. ! a most Important part of the lesson, for
Mayor Jones is quoted as saying that ! after Abram had humbled himself and
Sunday arrests since the 'law hadl given Lot the first elio!ce. instead of
been enforced were 25 per cent less i insisting on his 
rights as the one whom
UP , given the land, then the Lord said tothan under the "vride,open" policy. 1 God had called and to whom e at
He estimated that Sunday closing I Abram, "Lift up now thine. eyes," and.
alas saving the people Of Niinneapol-1 commanding him to view the whole
is $1,000,000 anatially. , , I land, reassured hint that it was all
ORIGINAL Th.) police reco d in St. Louis under •given to him and to his seed, which
a year of Sunda. closing are said to r would be as numerous as the dust of
show a deere le of 71 per cent in I the earth, forever (14-17). Abram
Sunday arresks ter drunkenness and i might justly have insisted that Lot had
55 per cent decrease in the totalt1 no say 
in this, that all his wealth and
number of Sunday arrests. In Kan- I 
prosper 
uncle
were due to being with 1Ss
sas City the Sunday closing enforce-1 
 ahd that be
y
make his men
I behave themselves or else get away
ment is declared to have reduced i back to 1IO,ran or somewhere else. To-
Sunday arrests for all causes 75 per i ass the heti\ of the concern would 1"
cent. Similar results are said to have I apt to make t e other man go under.
been attained in Omaha, Indiana- Contrast Lot, going down into the
polls, Louisville and other cities. 1 world and its sinfulness for the sake
With reference to Chicago, the re- ' of gain and Abraai going 
still farther
port sets forth that the agitation 
away up to Hebren. which siguifies
fellowship, and building his altar unto
the 'Lord (verse 18). To Lot it is first
business, getting on in the world; but
to Abram it is "first the Lord and His
righteousness." •
In all the story of Lot we, must re- f
member that it is written of him, "that
righteous man" (II Pet. ii, fl)S other-
wise as we read of him and his d9ings
we will hardly think that he Was right- i
eons; but, seeing him as such, we Will
there,"bids fair to soon end the 'wide
open' Sutfday policy which has run
uninterrupetdly for the decades .The
experience of San Francisco itninc-
diately after the fire is given as an
example of the beneficent influence
of prohibition applied sevenalays in
the week.
It is also pointed out that fraternal
orders, especially those maintaining better understand God's dealings wit
him. In chapter xiv, 12, where we red
that he and all his goods were taken
by the enemy, we see the uncertainty
of riches (I Tim. vi, 17). and God was
evidently, teaching His unworthy
worldly child this lesson, but He had
pity upon him and allowed Abram to
rescue him. He had been getting on in
the world by getting moxrr into the
world (compare xiii. 12; v, 12), but
this (-hastening did not prsfilt him, f(r,
aftsr his return, he gets ton)e a ruler in
Fodor.) (ehapter mix, 1), on who sat in Atth,
life insurance for members, have
taken a decided stand against liquor.
During the year the Odd.Fellows of
New York, Masonic fraternity of
Kentucky,and the national conclave
of the Knights of Pythias adopted
ironclad regulations barring from
their ranks irinkers or Ilion eonnect-
ed with the liquor business.
The stand• of Slie laber. unions, in-
dicated by 1000-ding againat ifitnxi-
can ts asnitaisteds ,itt. pease hie t is-






The Kind You Have Always Bougbt, :rnd which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
• an4 has been made und'i,r his per-
sonal supervisie-i since its infaney.
k -6 Allow t)o one t••.leceive you In tbs.
Countel "oPs, Imitsstions and "Ju.‹;-as-good" are ;writ*
Expertnieri; sat trifle with .),(id endanger the health Or
infants 'Wren -Experience against Experlment.
‘as‘ss.‘V
Castoria, Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
gone, Dr( ps and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. it
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhtea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the FIMIly regulates the
Stomach anti Bowels, giving healthy and natura‘ sleep.
The Children's Panacea—Thu Mt•ther's Friend,
TUC CYNI'AL001 COMPANY, T/ MI:ARAM PTACk P- CAV /ORM CITY.
Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
Efirecrive Avlbri I 13, 19
SOUTH
No. 62 St. Louis Express. ..10:08a m ti No. 51 St. Louis Express. 6:18 p
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.... _10:06 p mNo. M St. Louis Fast Mail. 6:12*
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 98 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6:47 am t Orleans Limited. . 11 :80 p na
Ne. 68 Hopkineville Accom 8:56 pm r No. 56 Hopkinrville Accom .7:05 am
Nos. 62 ard 54 connect, at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
'Nos. 63 arid 66 make direct eonneetion at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
einnati and all points nort-ls and east thereof Nos. 63 and 66 also connect
fbr Memphis and way points.
92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tc points
south i.f Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Conneets
Guthrie for points oast and west.
TIME. CAK.D.
Effective D. c. 10th, 1903
NORTH BOUND.
No. 3:36, Pad u vall-Cairo Accolmnodktion, leave 8:40 a. m.
" 206, Evansville and Mattoon Express, leave. ... .1 1 :240 a. m.
" 331, Princeton Accommodation, leave  )3:20 p. m.
26, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave. 9 .4b]p. m
SOUTIPBOUNID.
26, Nashville-Chicago, leas 4'.   5:2i, a. m.
333, Nashville Accommodation, leave  7:18 a. m.
206, Nashville-Evansville Mail, leave ... . . 6:16 p. m.
331, Hopkinsvilie-CairolAccommodation, arrive 9:46 p. m.
Note,'through service to and from Chicago, Niattotos amid tains 111
and Evansville. Ind., without change. All passeneei trains run daily.
.1. it. NIA LLON, Agt.
CuT THE BEET QUALITY AND t *101 PAIGE,"
FPIOAt us. IF YOU CANNOT code IN PENH", WRITE Poll
OJIR CATALOGUE.
leauttful colored birth St011e
SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are • ViCtiLD
of malaria.
Pon% Do It. It's Dangerous
Vt'::11 admit it will cure malaris. sat it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
s purely vegeta-ole and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, slck headache, biliousness,
amid a.0 stomach, kidney and liver sorsAlsints
TRY IT TO-Y.





Country business written at h sea
rates. Both phones. Office u
in Hopper bldg., opp. court house.
Dr. R. L. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon.
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper-
ations for the cure of Spavins and
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the cure
of lameness hi Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N... de-
pot. TeiephonP 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.
HOPKIN SVILLE - K ENT!' CK
Attorney-at- Law,
Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the:Old 'Reliable North River
Fire L' Insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-to-
date company at lowest rates. Also
land deeds and mortgages written
and acknowledgments taken accord-
ing to law and special attention paid
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 206
S. Main St., in Youth block.
DR. J, E. STONE,
Physician Ca Surgeon
Office over the Anderson & Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES—Cumb. office,
273, residence 813.





Prompt service day or night. Phones
Cumb., 164; Home, 1606.
The SouthlKen-
tueky Building &
Loan Asso.( Inc. )
will help you on
easymonthl y
It you want to
save money and
be getting . inter-
est on it all the




Henry C. Gant, Pres.






telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO.. P. 0. Box 278
New Yosk
LIVERY, FEED and BOARDING c
Phones. Cumh.146, Home 1107
tre"), 113"1""ILVir>. Sh4,4r)44. 4
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
the Kind You Have Always BouCit
Bears the
ElgAn . Signature of
• • -
4
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Al IT AGAIN
SENATOR ALDRICH DETERMINED
TO SIDETRACK TOBACCO BILL
Promises to Give Hearing on Feb.
18, But Promoters of Measure
Feel Gloomy.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 9.- The
fight of the tobacco growers against
the trust is waxiug warm. Repre-
sentative 011ie James has tele-
graphed to a number of the leading
tobacco farmers of the dark district,
urging them to come to WashinAton
to plead for the 6-cent tax bill be-
fore the senate finanee committee. I Biliousness, constipation retard re-
Sonator Aldrich pl1 ved a smooth covery. Cure these with Ayer's Pills.
trick to delay consideration of the!, 
bill.
When Senator McCreary ascer-
tained Ity telegrams from Kentucky
-that the friends of the bill cannot
here as early as today to ap-
.
pear before the Finance Committee
he went to Aldrich and asked for a
hearing early next week. Aldrich
suddenly remembered that he will
be obliged to be away from Wash-
it.gton all of next week.
This announcement brought gloom
to the promoters of the measure in
Congress.
Aldrich said the friends of the bill
raft be hoard on February 18. It was
arranged to devote that entire day
to Kentucky witnesses, and it will
be known as "Kentucky day." It
is one of Aldrich's old tricks to stay
away from Washington when he
wants to kill legislation.
He took a trip to Earope once,
when the Kentucky delegation was
pushing the tobacco bill, and it died




Hammer blows, steadily ap-
plied, break thc hardest rock.
Coughing, day after day, jars I
and tears the throat and lungs
until the healthy tissues give 
way. Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
stops the coughing, and heals
the torn membranes.
.1 always keep Ayer's Cherry Pectoral in
the house. It gives perfect relief whenever
auy of us have coughs or hard colds. I have
used it for a great many years and so know




Made by .T C. Ayer Co.. Lowell, Mass.
A'ao manufacturers of
., SARSAPARILLA.yers PILLS.GAM VIGOR.
Use a little Kodol after yout meals
and it will be found to afford a
prompt and efficient relief. Kodol
nearly approximates the 'digestive
juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold on a guaranteed relief plan.
Sold here by R. C. Hardwick.
A Message of Hope.
The First National Bank of Hop-
kinsville will, on Monday iitext, put
a humber of competent, solicitors in
the field to solicit the young people
of Hopkinsville and surrounding
'country to open savings accounts in
its new savings department.
This is a campaign of education
and we most eareestly request that
a respectful hearing be given our
young men when they call at the
homes of the people of Hopkinsville.
They carry a message of hope for
Ulf future to all the young people of
this coinntunity.
A Valuabls Lesson.
"Six years ago:I learned a valua-
ble lesson." writes John Pleasant, cf
Magnolia, int "I then began tak-
ing Dr. King's New Life Pills, and
the longer I take them the better I
find them." They please every-_
body. 25c I»x. Guaranteed by
Cook *Higgins' Main-St.Pharmacy
and J. 0. Cook's 9th-St Pharmacy.
A HEAVY BLOW
Canadian Mails Closed to Papers Giv-
ing Detailed Evidence in
Thaw Trial.
•
OTTAWA, Canada, Feb. 9.-The
postmaster general of Canada has
*sued an order forbidding newspa-
pers which give in detail the evi-
dence in the Thaw trial, going
through the Canadian mails.
Rising From the Grave.
A prominent manufacturer, Win.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C., re-
lates a most remarkable experience.
He says: "After taking less than
three bottles of Electric Bitters 4
feel like one rising from the grave.
My trouble:isBright's Disease in the
Diabetes stage. I fully believe Elec-
tric Bitters will cure me (permanent-
ly,for it has already stopped the liv-
er arid bladder complications which
have troubled me for years." Price
50 cents' Guaranteed at Cook &
Higgin's Main-St. Pharmacy and
J. 0. Cook's th-St. Pharmacy.
. .• .-.---.  • .••••••=mol I  I I I Ho- 1 I  I •
4.4.4.4.4.4444-s-a-a-•-•-•-.44+++++.4,1
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye, +
ear, nose and throat. Test made
free of charge for glasses. Plus-




License has been issued for the




Miss Ida Blumensteil of Keegan
& Co., will leave in the morning fort
i New York. She will be accompan-
1
ied as far as Louisville and Cinein-
nati by Miss Lee Overshiner. Miss
Overshiner who has been in the
south for several years, will remain
there this season and be connectedwith Keegan & Co.. in the capacityatrimmer.
T. M. Jones and. daughter, Miss
Mary, Miss Mary Hughey, of
Springfield, Tenn.. and Mrs. (loft-
ier, of Indianapolis, will leave to-
morrow for New York. '
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Sargent
are in Lo9isville.
W.R.Fuller, of Crofton. was in the
city today.
Will Starling of Birmingham, Ala.,
spent Sunday here with relatives.
Mr. J. T. Lyle, of Apex, was in
the city Monday.
Misses Otho Grace and May Rogers
have gone to Cincinnati where they
will remain for several weeks.
Miss Agnes Stewart, is able to be
out after a severe attack of lagrippe.
Mrs. Sidney Matthews went to






that. is 'not; a. thorough digestant.
Kodol digests what you eat and al-
lows the stomach to rest-recuper-
ate-grow strong. again. KODOL is
a solution of digestive acids and as
nearly as possib:e approximates the
digestive juices that are found in
the stomach. KODOL takes the
work of digestive organs, and while
performing this work itself does
greatly assist the stomach to a thor-
ough rest. In addition the ingre-
dients of KODOL are such as to
make it a corrective of the highest
efficiency and by its action the sto-
mach is reietored to its normal ac-
tivity and power. KODOL is manu-
factured in strict conformity with
the National Pure Food and Drugs
Law. Said by R. C. Hardwick.
Lockyear's Contest.
In the prize contest held by Lock-
,year's Business college, which clos-
ed .yesterday the first prize, $3 in
cash, was won by Miss Alice Ander-
son,of Pembroke, the second and
third, $1 each, to T. D. Moore Jr.,
and Athol Bartley, of Hopkinsville.
The contest was to see who could
make the largest number of words
from the name "Lockyear's." Miss
Andersons's list contained 845 cor-
rect words, Mr. Moore's 626 and. Mr.
Bartley's 526.
Neighbors Got Fooled.
"I was literally v.)tighing myself
to death, and had become too weak
to leave my bed, and neighbors pre-
dicted I wonld never leave it alive;
but they got foaled, for, thanks be
to God I was induced to try Dr.
King's New Discovery. It took just
four one dollar bottles to complete-
ly cure the cough ane restore me to
good sound health," writes Nirs.li_lva
Uncaphenof Grovertown, Stark Co..
Ind. This King of cough and cold
cures, and healer of throat and lungs
'is guaranteed at Cook St. Higgins
Main-St. Pharmacy and J.O. Cook's
9th-St. Pharmacy.
50c and$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Piles of people have Piles. Why
suffer from piles when you can -use
DeWitt's Carboli zed Witch Hazel
Salve and get relief... Nothing else
so good. Beware of imitations. See
that the name is stanitYed on each
box. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.




EX. GOVENOR W. 0. BRADLY
SAYS HE IS OUT OF RACE.
,
!
Will Under No Circumstances Try to
Land Republican Nomination
For Govenor.
In a letter to the Courier-Journal
former Gov. W. 0. Bradley emphat-
ically declares that in no state of
case will he run for Govenor. He is
induced to make the announcement
because of ttie numerous letters
fromlfriends urging him to become
a candidate, notwithstanding he has
said at other times that he would
not be a candidate for Govenor. It is
believed . that sh ould the
Republicans succeed in the capture
of the State Legislature, Mr.
Bradley would be their choice for
United States Senator to succeed
Senator McCreary.
Mr. Bradley's letter to:the Courier-
Journal is as follows:
• [To the Editor ot the Courier-
Journal.]
I have repeatedly- stated through
the public press within the last year
that I would not and could not run
for Governor under any circum-
stances.
Of late I have received so many
letters on this subject that it is prac-
tically impossible to answer them.
While deeply gratified, I take
this method of announcing again
that I will not run for Govener un-
der anjr state of the case.
W. 0. BRADLEY'.
Louisville, Ky., February 7, 1917.
Are You Him'' Which.
"Above all to thine ownself be
rite and it must
!he night, thou
false to any man.
So spoke the
follow, as the day
canst not then be
It
illlmortal Shakes-
peare, and no truer epigram sever
came ringing down the corridors of
time. Its deepest meaning is .the
close observation of Nature's inex-
orable law "self preservation." It
applies only to rational people and
has no reference to fools. Fools and
the improvident take no heed for the
morrow, but the wise man provides
for himself against the day of adver-
sity.
A savings account in your bank
is an evidence of wisdom fl ell- dis-
played. Open a savings account for
$1.00 at once' with the First National
Bank of Hopkinsville, and make it
$100 by Jan. 1st, 1908.
Get a little pocket savings bank.
Our solicitor will call on you.
All headaches gv
When you grow wiser
And learn to use
An PEarly Riser."
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, safe,
sure pills.
OPEN FOR BUSINESS.
"Winters Place" Succeeds Innovation
Cafe.
G. H. Winter, who purchased the
stock 'and fixtures of the Innovation
Cafe, today opened his doors for
business at the same stand. He will
do a general restaurant and confect-
ionery business, and will cater to
the best class of trade. He has dis-
carded the name of the Innovation
:Cafe and the restaurant will be
known as Winter's Place. Mr.
Winter is well known here, he hav-
ing been in this same business here
several years ago.
Neglected Colds Threaten Life.
[From Chicago Tribune]
'Don't trifle with a cold,' is good
advice for prudent men and women.
It may be vital in the case of a child
Proper food, good ventilation, and
dry, warm clothing are the proper
safeguards against colds. If they
• •
.are Maintained through the change-
able weather of autumn, winter and
spring, the chances of a surprise
from the ordinary colds will be
slight. ' But the ordinary light cold
will become severe if neglected, and
a well established ripe cold is to the
trerMs of dyptheria what honey is to
the bee.. The greatest menace to
child life at this season of the year
is the'neglected cold." Whether it
is a adult, the cold slight or severe,
the very best treatment that can be
adopted Is to give Chamberla'n's
.Cough lietnedy. It is safe and sure.
-The great pePularity and immense
sale of this preparation has beett at-
tained by its remarkable cures of
this ailment. A cold never results
in pneumonia when it is given. For
sale by -•Anderson-Fowler Drug
'Drug Co. (Incorporated) the leading
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WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS •
COMMERCIAL & SAVINGS BANK.
The Bank for the People."
Jas. West, President.
Phoenix Bldg Depositary for State of Ky.









Ac mado up by linproved and exact
esses Dr. Pierce's Favorite Preverip-
I:- a most efficient remedy for rem:-
la ing all the womanly [inlet ions, cotrect-
Ing dieplacements, as prolapses, antever-
skin and retroversiott.orervoming painfii\
periods, toiling tip fiw nerves and bring•
lug alx)ut a perfect state of health. It
cures the back/tale. perkslical headaches,
the dragging-down distress in the pelvic
region, the pain and tenderness Over
lower abdominal region, dries up the
pelvic catarrhal drain: so disagreeable
and weakening, and overcomes every
form of weakness incident to the organs
distinctly feminine.
"Favorite Preeeription" is the only
medicine for women. the makers of
which are not afraid to print their
formula on the bottle wrapper. thus
taking their patrons into their full con-
fidence. It is the only medicine for
winter', every ingredient of which has
the strongest possible endorsement of
the most eminent medical practitioners
and writers of our day, recommending
it for the diseases for which "Favorite
Prescription" Is . used. It is the only
pt-up medicine for women, sold
through druggists, which does not con-
tain a large percentage of alcohol, so
harmful in the long run, especially to
delicate women. It has more genuine
cures to its credit than all other medi-
cines for women combined, having
saved thousands of sufferers from the
operating table and the surgeon's knife.
It has restored delicate, weak women to
strong and vigorous health and virility,
making motherhoodpossible, where there
was barrenness before, thereby brighten-
ing and making happy many thousands
of homes by the advent of little ones to
strengthen the marital bonds and add
sunshine where gloom and despondency
b tid reigiieu oetore.
Write t.o Dr. R.Y. Pierce. Lie will send
you good, fatherly, professional advice.
In a plain, sealed envelope, absolutely
free. Address him at Bufialo, N. Y.
Er. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets do not
gripe. They effectually cleanse the sys-
tem of accumulated iraeuritene.
Tee People's COraMOil Serer Medical
Adviser, by Dr. Pierce, 1008 pages, is sent
free on receipt of stamps to pay expense
of mailing only. Send 21 one-cent stamps
for the book in paper covers, or 31 stamps
for the cloth- bound volume. Address
as above.
BEST OF FEELING
Exists Now in Caldwell County And
Dealers Are Receiving Tobacco.
Mr. J.U. Dollar will receive to-
beece at the old Hicks factory in
this city which will be hand-packed
and shipped to another market. The
tobacco to be handled ley Mr. Dollar
is that bought by him for the Fre-
donia:market and will begin receiv-
ing next Wednesday.
A. Steger will reeeive - the
tobacco bought by him for the Gal-
laher Co., at the tobacco building,
recently used as the skating rink.
With the association and indepen-
dent tobacco being delivered for
prizing and shipment at various
points, the 1906 crop of Caldwfli
county will soon be worked tip.
The delivering arid shipment of
obaceo at this and other 'points
ilizo-ughout the country is a strong
indication that good order and a
better feeling prevails among the
the tobacco growers, which of course
should be the ease.
With good feeling prevailing
young the farmers, confidence will
be restored and stemmeries, rehand-
ling houses, warehouses, prizing
and sales rooms will be established
here ere the 1907 crop of -tobacco is
ready for Ow market.—Prineeton
L ler.
!e worries of a we k _And sick
mother are only begun with the
birth of her child. By day her work
is ceestantly inter repted end at
night her rest is broken by the wail-
ing of the peevish, puny indent. Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
weak women strong and sick WO-
nhin well. It lightens a-11 the burd-
ens of maternity, giving to mothers
strength and vigor, which they im-
part to their children. In about
forty years of practice Dr. Pierce
and his associate staff of physicians
have treated and cured more than
'half a million suffering women. Sick
women are invited to cousult pr.!
Pierce by letter free of charge. All:
' correspondence is strictly private.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Invalid's'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffa-
lo, N. Y.
Referee Sustained.
The case of Eph rain J. Faulkner,
bankrupt at Hopkinsville, Ky., in i
the United States Court which
brought up a discussion between the I
creditors of the bankrupt .and the ,
referee in bankruptcy at Hopkins
vile, has been decided by Judge
Evans. He siistains the ruling of the
referee.
Mrs. Jennie I,. May, who, shot Lu-
clan Conen September 27, 1906. was
' found guilty of assault with intent
Cancer to kill. 41,rending appeal Mrs. May.
Greatest Blood Purifier Free.
If your blood is impure, thin, dis-
ead41, hot or full of humors, if you
have blood poison, cancer, carbun-
Clew, eating sores, scrofula, eczema:
itching, risings and bompe, scabby.
pimply skin, bone pains, cetarr h
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic Blood Balm
(B. B. B,). Soon all sores heal
aches and pains stop and the blood
Is made pure and rich. Druggist or
by exprese $1 per large bottle 8
bottles for $2.50 or 6 bottles for $5.00.
Sample free IV writting Blood Bairn
Co., Atlanta, Ga. B. B. B. is especi-
ally advised for chronic, deep-seat-
ed cases, as it cures after all else
fails.
BIG TOBACCO DEAL
10,000,000 POUNDS OF DARK TO-
BACCO SOLD
By the Louisville Warehouse Company,
to Agent of Trust For
$750.000.
The largest dark tobacco deal that
has been made in Louisville in the
past twenty-five years and the sec-
ond largest in -all the history of
Louisville as a tobacco market, was
closed when the Louisville Ware-
house company sold 10,000,000
pounds of dark tobacco to Nat te
Dortch, of Nashville, Tenn! The
price paid for the tobacco was $750,-
000. It is supposed that Mr. Dortch
made the purchase for the trust. It
was of the. 1906 crop and was grown
in Southern Kentucky and Tennes-
see.
That "Rainy Day."
When you have one of our little
pocket banks in.your home it is a
pretty good evidence that you are
thinking about • that "rainy day"
that is sure to come.
We pay 3. per cent, interest corn-
pounded semi-annually., First Na-
tional Bank of Hopkinsvtlle. Get a
little pocket hank.
Loose Tobacco Sales.
We t oil tobacce to-day for the
nigh st pri te-; that has been sold
this year on all grades.
We invite the farmers to attend
our sales in order to Eee the high
prices we are selling tobacco, the
sale days are Tuesday and Friday.
You have the competition of all
buyers hence, you can get higher
prices than you possibly could do at
the barn.
Send us your tobacco and we will
endeavor to get you the best prices.
Yours very truly,
M. H. TANDY St CO.
ENJOY EATING.
Good Digestion Can be Readily Gained
'Nth Mi-O-na Stomach Tablets.
It is torment tollook ',upon a tempt-
itet dinner ad realize that to eat
,*reely meansAistress and suffering:.
Let us tell you how yen can enjoy
tuing. so that tile heartiest incubi
will set well and cause no pain, dis-
tress or u worn fort able feeling of f
tress.
If You cannot eat and enjoy three
good, hearty, satisfying meals a day
without sny feeling of diecomforte-
your stomach is weak and needs the
strength whieh Mi-o-ua stomach
tablets will give it. you cannot af-
furl to- d4-4 ̀ treatineet, for the
londer you allow the digestive organ
to be weak. the harder it will be to
get help.
The remarkable curative and
strengthening power et. Mi-o-na is
attested by the 'guarantee. which
L. L. Elgin gives with every 50c box..
`He returns the moeey if Mi-o-na
fails to cure."
If you find that eating well-cooked
and properly chewed food is follow-
ed by heaviness and load on the
stomach. by bloating, hy gulping of
acids and wind, by distress, nerv-
ousness, headache, trouble to sleep,
or by any other symptoms of disor-
der or weak stomach, you should
begin the use of M1-o-na at once -It
is guaranteed one of the best known
druggist in Hopkinsville to cure at
disorders of the stomach, or cost
nothing. A gum antee like Vs
means a good deal. ee F21 M4
-••••••1••••
MRS. MAY GUILTY.
Cure Blood, Skin Diseases,
-,ket 4.eeve•-'-ef,--eeee
ee-eAst
the war of burns, sores, wounds,
boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
quickly. cure,":writes Charles Wal-
ters, of Allegheny, Sierra Ce. No
use hunting, Mr. Walters, it cures
every case. Guaranteed at druggist
Price 25c at Cook ee Higgins Main-SI
Pharmacy and J. 0. Cook's 9th-St.
Pharmacy.
GI _a. es c, eta. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 9.—
was released on $5,000 bond.
Hunting for 1 rouble.
; k.P...*.% e.•• r..s%
....00••• .0. ... 0E. 0.00. • .
TWO SISTERS HAVE DRUNKMAN'S DEED °°°°
ECZEMA Of HEAD
Two Illinois Girls Suffer from Scalp
Trouble—Another Sister Needs a
Tonic—Friend Suggests Cuticura
—They Use It and Now Give
MUCH PRAISE TO ALL
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I must give much praise to all the
Cuticura Remedies. I used but one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box of
Cuticura Ointment, as that was all
that was required to cure my disease.
I was very much troubled with eczema
of the head, and a friend of mine told me
to use the Cuticura Remedies, which
I did, and am glad to say that they cured
my eczema entirely. Since then we
have always kept the soap on hand at
all times. My sister was also cured
of eczema of the head by using the
Cuticura Remedies. Another sister has
used Cuticura Resolvent and Pills and
thinks they are a splendid tonic. I can-
not say exactly how long I suffered, but I
think about six months. Miss Edith





Becomes an object of the most tender
solicitude, nct only because of its suf-
fering, but because of
the dreadful fear that
the disfiguration is to
be lifelong, and mar
its future happiness,
and prosperity.
Hence it becomes the
duty of mothers of
kuch afflicted children
to acquaint themselves
with the purest and
most effective treat-
ment available, viz: warm baths with
Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings
with Cuticura Ointment, the great Skin
Cure. Cures made in infancy and child-
hood are usually speedy and permanent.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children. and Adults
consists of Cutieura Soap (25e.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cutieum Ointment (50e.) to Heal the Skin. and
•Cutieum Resqlvent (50e.). (In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props. Boston. Mass.
lairMalled Free. On Humors of Skin and Sea*.
With Buck & Company.
John Griffith has resigned his poei-
tion with the Hopkinsville Grocery
and is now with the Buck Grocery
Co.
'HAPPY WOMEN.
Plenty of Them in Hopkinsville, and
Goo&Reason for It.
Wouldn't any woman to. happy.
After years of baeltatehe suffering-
Days of in ieery. nights It unrest,
pee diet reee of itrinary ir,,o hies, .
Ste. finds r-liq ;49(1
No reason Whyoany
reader - • -
Saould suffer in the face of evi-
dence like this:
Mrs. John Cooll144, of 122a Small
Virginitt.street, says:
'"For a Kreat many years I sof-,
hired with a persistent Aching across'
my loins and through the kidneys.
At timee.my back was so bad that I
could hardly turn in bed anti I could
hardly lay en my back at all without
placing my hand under it, which
seemed in some meIsure to relieve
the pain. A. frieed of Mr. Coombs
told aim aboui Doan'e Kidney Pills
and et- got. is hex. for me at. L. A.
Johnson & Co.'s drug -store. On
I sing them I steadily improved until
the dreadful achieg Was relieved and
I could attend to tey household
duties without any inconvenience.
Toey did inure for me than any
medicine I ever used and I gladly
recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milhurn Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States. -
Remember the nem — Doan'e —





*Open it.savings account with the
First National- Bank of Hopkins-
vile. Three per cent. interest com-
pounded ' semi-annually. Regular
authoris!td solicitors will call on
you. (1iVe them a courteous hear-
ing while they explain our system.
Get a little tooket-bank.
Willie wailed and Winnie sheez-
ed, while wintry winds whine
weirdly. Willie wriggled while
W innie wheezed wretchedly. Wis-
dom whiepers, winter winds work
wheezes, wherefore we write. "Use
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup."
Nothing else so good. Sold by R.. C.
Eard wick.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
"I've lived In California 24) years a Favorite,
and antRtill hunting for trouble in "We prefer Chamberlain's Cough
Reenedy to any other for our child-
ren," says Mr. L. W. Woodbury, of
Twining, Mich. "It has also done
the work for us hi hard colds and
croup and we take pleasure in re-
commending it" For sale by the
Anderson Fowler Deug Co.(Inc.)the
priding Drug Store eth and Main.
Hopkinsville. Ky.
.EL. 0E6 211 I% .A.










Dead Man Had Prevented Lem Ashby
From Shooting at Another Man the
Reason for the Kiliing.
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Feb. 11
— Because ih iS brother - in - law
would not let hien •'take a 'shot" at a
man who had not said a word to him
Lem Ashby, of Sebree. shot and
George Wicks at Manitou a little
village three miles from ,here.
Mr. Wicks Wail in Evansville Fri-
day on businesa and on his way .
home he was joined at Sebree by
Lem AShby, his 'brother-in-law. It
Is said here that Ashby was drinkiog
and inclined to quarrel.
A short distance ahead of the par-
ty was a young man named Barber
and when Ashby espied him he d.e-
clttired:.
"I ant going to kill that man."
Wicks -said to him. "No, • that
man has dime nothing to you."
Ashby suddenly turned and said
"Well, I will kill you," and without
more ado, pulled 'a revolver and fired
twice one of the bullets passing
through the body of Wicks,
Ashy has been -arrested and is DOW
in the county jail here. ,When ask-
ed why he shot Wicks, he declared
that. he did not know; that he had
no cause whatever for shooting the
man.
Hopkins county is getting to be al-
Most as famous as Breathitt for
mui der. There are eight cases on
the court thicket now, most of them
indicted on the charge of wilful mur-
der. .Three eases of this kind will
come up for trial in circuit court
this week.
db..--




A Boston schoolboy was tall,
weak and sickly.
His arms were soft and flabby.
He didn't have a strong muscle in his
entire body.
The physician who had attended
the family for thirty years prescribed
Scott's Emulsion.
NOW:
To feel that boy's arm you
would think he was apprenticed to a
blacksmith.






nioht lono from toothache
neurakoix or rheumatism
kills the pain — quiets the
nerves iNnd induces sleep
At etll dealers, Price 25c 50c bSi.00
Dr Edri 5. Sloar, Bosforx,Mass.U.S.A.
...kOVNAAAAAAAAAAOWW0100
our Grand combinalion
Weekly Kentucky New Era
for One Year and
$1 WORTH OF SEEDS





To every one sending in the above amount for a yea.... subscription to oar paper (our regular price) , we will
forward to them by mail, prepaid, an assortment of
20 full Size Packets of Vegetable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-
teed to be of the finest quality.
THIS OFFER
IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
CHECK AND
SEND IN YOUR RDER
AT ONCE!
VEGETABLE SEEDS.







  Long Smooth Blood
Hend. Half Long
 Mengel, White Sugar
Golden Tankard
Long Red Manunoth

































 Egg Plant, improved Purple
Endil-c,Green Curled
White Curled
 Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green scotch
Siberian or Winter
































 Mauctsred,'Black or Brown
White
Southern Curled







 Parsley. Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
 Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne
 Pumpkin, Largo Cheese
Virginia Mammoth
  Mammoth Tours
Small Sugar
Connecticut Field













































 Ruta Bag-a, Skirvings
improved American P. T.
Leings Improved
FLU WFJ? SEEDS.





 Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered Mixed
 Caealln (Tassel Floweeio.
OttfOtsdkta."‘"l'ot Marigold)
 cumin's's, Best Mixed
Candytuft, all colors mixed




 Clarkia, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia)




 Cilia. Mixed coldrs
Godetla (Satin Flower)
 Lantana, Fineomixed
Love In a Mist (Nigella)
 Lupins. Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory: Tall mixed
Imperial






 Petunia, Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond', Mixed




  Mclean (Castor Beans)
Rocket. All colors mixed
 Sunflower, Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Peas, Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
 Sweet Slaws, Mixe4
Sweet WIliTam, mixed
 Virginia Stock, Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
 Tinning, Double mixed
$1.00 Worth of -
Guaranteed Seed Abso
lutely Free.
Check the varieties wanted In the columns above and forward to us after filling In
the blank below.
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose, for instance, you may have 20
packets oil variety, or 5 each of 4 varieties, or I each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you gat 20; and be sure to write your name and address very plainly.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find $ for which please enter my sub-
scription to your paper for one year from date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
NAME  
POS71)FFICE 
Rural Route No.  STA 7'E
All the Best Varieties
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hopelessly sidetracloal by suffering,
trial or misfortune. all of which are
needed to bring out the better quali-
ties of our nature. The text is Ex-
odus ii, 15. But Moses tied from the
face of Pharaoh and dwelt in the land
of Midian."
Hunger and hardship prove torture
to all men who endure them, yet they
entail the greatest suffering when they
assail men who have once dwelt in
the palaces of luxury. It is harder to
be a pauper after one has once been a
silk robed prince than it is to be a pau-
per when one has always been accus-
tomed to wear rags. Moses would not
have felt the hot, blistering sands of
time desert as he did, nor would his
parthed lips or his blistered tongue
have been so distressing, if his desert
journey when he was fleeing away
from Egypt to the land of Midian.
near to old Mount Sinai, had been tak-
en by a man who had never been any-
thing else hut a Hebrew slave. Mo-
Fell, it is true, had been born of a
slave, but he had been accustomed to
luxury through the adoption by which
he became the son of Pharaoh's daugh-
ter. The finest garments crowded his
wardrobe. The most costly viands
were in his larder. The richest of pal-
aces were his domiciles. The most
learned sages conversant with all
Egyptian lore were his teachers. The
softest of couches were his resting
places. All that wealth and love could
give were lavished upon him as a child,
a boy and a titan. Now as a handsome
prince and as one of alio keenest intel-
lects of the worin, as an epicurean,
• who looked upon the rarest luxuries of
life RS his necessities, we suddenly
find him a hunted fugitive, •fleeing
from his foster mother's home with a
price upon his head. He is charged
with the crime of murder. But, worse
than that, his crime is aggravated by
the fact that the murdered man was
an ,Egyptian who was cruelly abusing
one øf the Hebrew slaves. In other
words, Moses was hated as the cham-
pion of an alien race, that race a race
of staves. As an Egyptian prince he
had ;dared stand up .and espouse the
musk and the rights of the Hebrew
slaves, who were the unpaid laborers
of the kingdom of the pharaohs.
Moses' Blessings.
I want to dwell this morning on the
bleseines which came to Moses' life in
his ;forty long years of exile in the
lan4 of the Midianites. I want to
!peek about the blessings which came
to Moses in nihilife. • The period he
spent in Midian extended from the age
of fbrty to fifty, and from fifty to sixty,
and, from sixty to seventy, and from
seventy to eighty. These twoecore
years of Moses' life were in some re-
spects the most momentous of al!
Moses' career. Moses spent his first
forty years as a beloved prince in
Pharaoh's palaces. The second forty
years he lived in the land of the
Midianites. The third forty years of
his life he vent in the wilderness with
the Hebrews, leading them from the
scene of •Egyptian enelavement to the
crystal gates of the Jordan. It is about
the second epoch of Moses' life that I
would speak today.
in the first place. God had a purpose
In permitting Moses to be driven into
exile. It was to teach him that God's
thoughts are not as man's thoughts
nor Cod's ways as man's ways. The
great Jehovah seemed to say to the
future emancipator of the Hebrew
race: "My son, I want to take you
away from the palaces of Memphis
and the temple of Karnak and all the
repulsive heathen worship of the
Egyptians. I want you to be alone
wlth me out in the desert sands. I
want to talk with you and have you
telk with me. I want you to learn
about the God of Abraham and Isaac
tied Jacob. I want you to be truly
atSy child and not be a worshiper of
saws. and bulls, and rams, and croco-
diles, and cats, and lions, and frogs,
and fishes, and hawks, and falcons. It
L e almost an impossibility for any man
to live in the contaminating spiritual
• stmosphere where his loved ones are
worshiping false gods without having
his own spiritual ears dulled. 470(ne.
my child, to the tarot! Midian lands,
Where in the stillness of the day and
iu the stillness of the night I can talk
With thee and thou canst talk with
me." Thus God led Moses far away
re an the Egyptian temples into the
quietude of exile in order that Moses
tidght learn of him and study what
god wanted him to do.
! Was 'this not a very wise plan?
Arlaere in all the world was the abom-
ination of heathen worship made more
Sttractive than in old Egypt? When
we stand amid the ruins of Memphis,
we find there that the sacred deity
was worshiped In the form of a hull.
These bulls were allowed to live for
twenty years. Then they were put
to death and their bodies embalmed
Ilk. those of kings. Then, with great
reremouy, their bodies were carried
to magnificent tombs, which tombs
thereafter were looked upon AP sacred
shrines. Herodottte the Greek histo-
rian. tells us that during the reign of
Ranmeses II. the funeral of one of the








Frank De Witt Talmage. D. D.
Los Angeles. eat., Feb. 10.—In this
sermon the preacher' shows that as
Moses' exile was necessary for his
practical training and development as
ft great leader so there are periods in
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•,ate that & penny In olden times
c,otild hire a laborer for a whole day,
that ((metal cost in modern money at
least a half million of dollars. At Sak-
karst the tombs for these sacred bulls
--ere cut out of the solid rock a guar-
tor cf a mile long. The sarcophagi, or
!Lege coffins, in which the embalmed
1/141;e4 of aliese bulls were placed were
cut out of one monster stone thirteen
feet long; seven feet wide and eleven
feet high.
The Egyptian Temples.
Then what beauti ul temples were
erected for the worms ip of these Egyp-
tian nuhuals! Neve iv all the wide
world have there been more beautiful
buildings than those ancient temples
of 'Kerdusseh and Philae and Aboo
Simbel and Kona Umboo and Adfoo
our own lives \viten we seem to be, and Esnek ,and 
Karnak, where the
pharaohN worshiped, and Medeenet
Rabe° and Luxor and Kumeh. Truly,
like Paul standing on Mars bill, when
we see, these huge structures we can
exclaim, "Ye men of old Egypt, I per-
ceive that in all things ye are too su-
perstitious!" Why. the "great hall of
pillars" at Karnak looks as though the
pillars bad been hewed out of the very
center of the eel-0 and set up in long
rows for the dome of the heavens to
rest upon, so massive are they. Each
one of those columns is covered with
the most exquisite carvings. So in-
finite are these carvings that, like a
prairie full of wild flowers, their indi-
vidual ibeauties are lost in the multi-
tude of the wonders. Do you wonder,
amid the pernicious influences of such
heathen worship,. that God said to
Moses, the adopted son of Pharaoh's
daughter: "Come, my child—come to
Midian lands. Come Into the quietude
of a desert exile. Come and learn of
me and hear the duty required of
thee." Now, my friends, just as Moses
had his Midian exile to latrn of God's
thoughts and God's ways, we, as God's
children, should have our Midian ex-
iles.
God had another purpose in arrang-
ing the events which culminated in
driving forth Moses from Pharaoh's
aalace. The adopted son of Pharaoh's
laughter had to be taught by bitter
sxperieuce what it was to suffer injus-
tice before he was fitted to be .the
emancipator of a Hebrew race groan-
ing and suffering amid the tortures of
Egyptian slavery. He had to lift to
his lips the chalice of woe filled with
his own scalding tears and drink the
.!iip of sorrow to the dregs before he
was fitted to wipe away the tears from
the eyes of his fellow men. No man
an truly sympathize with a sick man
unless he has first been sick himself.
No man can truly sympathize with the
eoor -unless, like John Howard Payne,
he has not a place to call his home,
Jr unless in the winter bight he has
gone to the rooms of a tenement where
there was no fire in the cold stove be-
muse the coal binewas empty, or into
hut where he hears his little ones
,rying for something 'to eat and he
as not a five cent piece to buy a loaf
If [tread to ease the gnawines of their
hunger. Ah. yes, Moses In that Midian
?xile, by bitter experience, learned
)nly too well the injustice which the
Hebrew people in Egyptian slavery
had to suffer! Let us study for a little
while the bringing up of this marvel-
mut boy of the east.
Boyhood of Moses:
lie was developed in his early days,
is some of us were by our parents, as
hothouse plant. No rough, sharp
wind was allowed to touch hint. He
oreathed no bail, vitiated air. His pal-
tee bedroom overlooked the wonderful
river Nile. There during the long hot.
mouths he saw the 'princes and prin.
i-:esses Ii ninging in their boats, being pull-
et along by the slaves. Life seemed to be
made up, for the most part, of mush;
and dancing and merrymaking. The
Jalaee grounds in which time lad Moses
aged to play were a dream of beauty.
Because he was well clothed all people
were well clothed. Because he was
tindly treated all people, if they be-
save themselves, are kindly treated.
But one day he was disillusioned.
He was walking again by the river
Nile. Now, instead of being a child.
he was a man in middle life, or about
Forty years old. While, he was walk-
ing along the river bank he saw arm
Egyptian overseer begin to abuse one
of the slaves. Moses was noted for
his meekness, but he raised his staff
Ind smote the Egyptian and killed him
In his tracks. Then what happened?
Moses ceased to be a prince. As it
fugitive slave, he was tracked from
place to place. As a Hebrew fugi-
tive, he had to tlee death as a rib
bit runs from the baying of the
hounds. By bitter personal experience
he learned only too well what the poor
Hebrews had to suffer under the agon-
izing strokes of the Egyptian slave
masters. My friends, did you ever t
stop to think that God has sent you
bitter troubles in order to make you
sympathize with those who are trou-
bled in life? Did you ever stop' to
think that God has taken away your t
little child in order that you might
become a gospel emancipator for the
sufferings of your fellow men? The
lands of Midian to which you go are
the sacred places where man comes in
contaet with Clod, but also where the
sympathetic heart of man learns to
throb in unison with the suffering
hearts of his enslaved brothers and
sisters down in faroff Egypt.
1
Learning to Sympathize.
Is only when a man like Paul hats
been the chief of sinners that he knows
how to lead others into the gospel
peace. It is only when a woman has
stood by the casket of a dear husband
that she is fully equipped to carry
somforting message to the newly a-M-
owed heart. The story is told that
many years ago King Henry of Eng-
land. in disguise. was arrested by the
royal guards as a thief for prowling
around the palace grounds and carried
off to jail at Poultry-Compter. There
he stayed ail the night long hi his
Same cell, ahlverimie and buttery. Sc,
ioOner sas the king liberated than he-
commen led that all the prisoners in
Compter should in future have u fire
and food to eat. Thus is it with most
of us. God locks uS in jail in order
that we may sympathize with the
world's prisoners. He lays us upon
beds of sickness in order to teach us
to help the sick. He exiles us in far-
off Midian lands ' in order that our
hearts of love might beat in sympathy
with the suffering hearts of our fellow
well.
But there was, still another reason
why God shut Moses up In his Midian
exile. It was to teach the future eman-
cipator of the Hebrew race the great
lessons of patience. No man is tit to
be a true leader of men unless he can
keep his temper under control and be
willing to wait. "Patience is but lying
to," once said Reedier, "and riding out
the gale." But one of the hardest tasks
on earth is to be willing to lie to and
do nothing. Thus God fitted Moses for
hie-great leadership over the. Hebrews
by teaching him the lessons of pa-
tience down in faroff Midian lands.
He made Moses just learn :to wait
One year passes, then two years, then
five years, then ten years, then twen-
ty years, then thirty years and then
forty years. All this time Moses was
brooding over the injustices which
were being perpetrated upon his peo-
ple. But net until twoscore years had
passed did God say to Moses: "My
son, go to Egypt. and I will be with
thee. Go up, and I will make thee an
emancipator for an enslaved race."
Oh. how some of us are chafing at the
fact that God is keeping us in Midian
exiles of inactivity! We want to do
something to aid our fellow men, but
God is saying to us as he spake to
Moses: "My child, be patient. Thou
canst -never be a liberator of thy fel-
low men unless thou dost first learn
to govern thyself. Thou must abide
here in faroff Midian until thou dost
learn this truth." Tell me, my friend,
Is not the greatest obstacle retarding
thee from mighty usefulness the fact
that you have never learned to gov-
ern yourself, you have never learned to
wait when it Is best to wait?
Bnffon, the great French preacher,
once said: "Never think that God's de-
lays are like God's denials. Hold on!
Hold on! Hold on! Patience is gen-
ins!" Aye, patience is more than sim-
ple human genius. Gospel patience is
the acme of gospel faith and trust. It
Is resting our faith on Christ. It is the
divine faith which says. "Though all
things may seem to go against me for
the time being, yet God is making all
Mugs ultimately work together for
good, and therefore we can afford to
wait, just to wait for his dear sake."
There Is an infinite lot of Christian
philosophy to be learned in these
quaint words of the Hoosier poet. The
more I study them the more God
speaks and teaches me the lessons of
pa t euce which he s pa k e to Sloses " in
his Midian exile:
It ain't no use to grumble and complath;
It's just -es Cheap and easy to rejoice.
When God sorts out the weather ant)
sends rain.
W'y, rain's my cheice.
In this existeoce dry and wet
Will overtake the best of men.
Some little stift o' cloud 'II shet
The sun off now and then.
There ain't no sense, as I can see,
Immottals Rich as you and me
4.-i'sultin' nature's wise intents
And lockin' horns with Providence.
Thanks For the Weather.
But have most of us learned the
Christian lessons of patience? Like
James Whitcomb Riley, can we thank
God for the rain as well as the sun-
thine? When timings go all right, then
we are right. But when anything goes
wrong we have not learned the lessons
of gospel patience. Thep we speak
words which we ought not to speak
and do things which we regret all the
ditys of our lives. Naturalists tell us
that the mighty winged eagles have
sometimes been slain by the little hum-
tniug birds. These smallest of birds.
which you could crush in your hand,
have been known to perch themselves
upon the heads of the mighty kings of
the air. There they have sat and peck-
ed and pecked until they have pecked
into the brains of the eagles and tum-
bled their dead bodies down into the
dust. Thus a quick temper, the inabili-
ty to govern our anger in little things,
have been known to absolutely nullify
a man's influence for good. We are
ill right when everything is going all
right. But we are all wrong when any-
thing goes wrong. Thus Grid exiled
Moses in Midian to teach him patience.
Thus God is holding many of us in ob-
scure positions until we learn to gov-
ern ourselves.
But again I learn that God sent
Moses Into his Midlan exile to teach
him the practicalities of life. Moses
my his education was a sage, but Moses
was- a theorist.. For many years be
had been a cloud dweller or a vision-
ary dreamer. In all probability in the
temple of Karnak he had learned all
he theories of government. But theo-
ry- end fact do not always nest as twin
sisters In the saute cradle. He had de-
veloped his head, but not his hands.
So God, in order to fit him for practi-
cal leadership, made him work with
his hands and his feet as well as with
his brain. When Moses went down
Into the land of Midian, he not only
had to go to work, but he bad to hire
himself out to do the work of a com-
mon shepherd. Have you not heard
hew he helped the daughters of Reuel
to water their flocks?
Methinks I can now see him guard-
ing his sheep down in the pasture
lands near Mount Sinai, where God
was one day to give him the Ten Com-
mandments written on tables of stone.
Ills clothes are coarse. His hands
are callous. The shepherd's staff Is in
his hands. "Why," I hear him say to
himself, "I never knew It was so hard
as this to earn your daily bread. In
my foster mother's home we never
'worried about our daily food. In the
king's banquet we used to waste more
a'
than we ate. If ever am to be a
leader of my people, I must teach
I them not to be wasteful. God will al-
ways giir us enough to eat and
clothes to wear, but waste is a sin.
it should be crime in man's eyes, as
It is a sin in God's sight." Thus Moses'
struggle for daily bread scattered
away many of the foolish notions he
had about God's providence and care.
He learned that God meant man to
help himself. When Moses led his peo-
ple through the Red sea, methinks he
often went through the camps and
kept a watchful eye upon how his peo-
ple lived and what they did and how
they cared for the temporal blessings
with which God had surrounded them.
The Uses of Labor.
Some women grumble because so
much of their time has to be spent in
bending over the kitchen stove, and in
making the dresses for the children,
and in sweeping the floors, and in
making the beds, but remember that
by these daily straggles of life God le
teaching you that, though he is will-
ing to help you, yet he also expects
you to help yourselves. Men, it seems
to you that most of your lives have to
be spent in the store. The butcher's
bills and the baker's bills and the doc-
tor's bills must be met. But, remem-
ber, God is developing, you in this
struggle for daily bread. •He is saying
to you: "Son, I have made thee after
my own image, but thou must earn
thy food by the sweat of thy brow.
By the thorns and the weeds I am
making thee more and more to learn
that the harvests come from me. I
am God that giveth all, but It is by
the seed planting and the hoe thou
dost bend the knee and Worship at my
shrine." Canst thou not thank God be-
cause Moses had to tend sheep down
in the faroff land of ,the Midianites?
But I cannot close this sermon with-
out driilling bottle one solemn warning
which should sink 'into every heart.
After this long Midian exile, after Mo-
ses had led the children of Israel
through the Red sea, after he had giv-
en to the Hebrew people the Ten Com-
mandments of Sinai, what did Moses
do? He sinned, just as so many other
men have sinned when they have come
Into the temptations of their great life
work. You know the sad, sad story.
Moses sinned down by the rock of
Meribah, and God said to his great
lawgiver, "Moses, because thou hest
sinned thou canst not enter Into the
promised land." Oh, my friends, many
of us have had our Midigu exiles.
Many of us are today in the full swing
of our life's work. After God has fit-
ted us for our task shall' we fail him?
Will he refuse to let us enter the Prom-
ised land at last because of our faith-
lessness? It was but for a moment
and under strong provocation that Mo-
ses failed, but that moment excluded
him from the triumph. Let us, too.
watch and be vigilant. for God is strict
with those who have been near him.
We may miss our earthly rest, as Mo-
ses did. but may we ngver miss the
heavenly haven to which he wept when
God buried his body and whence he
came to rejoice with our Lord in his
triumph on the Mount of Transfigura-
tion.
[Copyright, I90. by Louis Klopsch.]
Often The Kidneys Are
Weakened by Oyer-Work.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
It used to be considered that only
urinary and bladder troubles were to be





in the disorder of
these most important
organs.
• The kidneys filter
and purify the blood—
that is their work.
Therefore, when your kidneys are weak
or out of order, you can understand how
quickly your entire body is affected and
how every organ seems to fail to do its
luty.
If you are sick or "feel badly," begin
taking the great kidney remedy, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, because as soon
as your kidneys are well they will help
all' the other organs to health. A trial
will convince anyone.
If you are sick you can make no mis-
take by first doctoring your kidneys.
The mild and the extraordinary effect of
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the great
kidney remedy, is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful cures
of the most distressing cases, and is sold




have a sample bottle mils stswaampoloot
by mail free, also a pamphlet telling you
how to find out if you have kidney or
bladder trouble. Mention this paper
when writing to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bing-
hamton, N. Y. Don't make any mistake,
but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
Dr. Kihner's Swamp-Root, and the ad-




LAND SURVEYS—We make sur-
veys of farms, and maps, showing
all division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex-
'act number of acres in each field
Old or indefinite property lines
found. Our prices are reasonable
and the absolute accuracy of the
work is guaranteed. Meacham En-
gineering & Construction Co., 307 8.
Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
 111Por
Buy a Farm in Famous Texas Pan-
handle.'
Will make you rich. We own
large tract. Prices and terms right.
Excursions: twice monthly. Good
agents wanted. For particulars
write,
T 9 X 814 tkSouthwest Colonization Co.




.v.40 YEARS OF CURE.S
The value of S. S. S. as a blood purifier has been thoroughly proven by
its forty years of successful service in the treatment of blood and skin dis-
eases of every character. It is the best known and most generally used
,blood medicine on the market today, because in the forty years of its exist-
ence it has not disappointed those who have used it, and as a result of its
universal success in curing disease it has made friends EVERYWHERE.
It has been on the market for forty years, and its record in that time
is one of which we are justly proud—it is a record of forty years of
cures. As a remedy for Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers,
Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all diseases arising from an
impure or poisoned condition of the blood, S. S. S. has no equal. It goes
into the circulation and thoroughly cleanses it of all impurities and makes a
complete and lasting cure of these troubles and disorders. It furnishes to
weak, polluted blood, rich, health-giving and health-sustaining qualities,
and as this pure, fresh stream circulates through the ayateili, all parts of the
body are invigorated and made strong and healthy. S. S. S. is the only
blood medicine on the market that can claim absolute freedom from minerals
in any form. This great medicine is the product of nature's forests amid
fields, and is made from the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots,
herbs and barks. It is, therefore, in addition to being a certain cure fot
blood troubles, an absolutely safe medicine for young or old. It is not an
experiment to use S. S. S.; it is a remedy with a record and one that has
proven its worth and ability by its forty years of cures. If you need a blood
remedy begin the use of S. S. S., and write our physicians and they will send
you a book concerning your trouble, and will give you, without charge, any







with Ample Facilities and All
Modern Equipment.






Loans and Inves ments
Made.
Valuables taken care of for cus-
tomers. Private Safety Boxes in
Largest and Strongest Vault in
Western Kentucky.





I have b'ought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of 14_;vitts & C
ney, oniNorth:Main Street, and would•be glad to have any old friends'an
customers call- on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in every way. I am the oldest man in









C. E. West, Jr.,
The Bicycle and Graphophone..Man.




The Only National Bank in the City
Assets, $425,000.00
Solicits accounts of individaals and corporations desiring a
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for customers.
Geo. C. Long, Pres. Thos. W. Long, Cashier















That we think the public ought to have their special attention called to, as we are just commencing on our 2nd year, after having
made a record far beyond our most sainguine expectations, and as OUR FRIENDS ? gave us confidential talks when THE BANK was
being organized, and predicted , well, guess they gave you a talk along the same line; they don't talk that way now, do they?
Some Features That No Bank in Hopkins ille Had
Prior to Stock Being Subscribed to Commercial & Savings Bank.
Would they have eny of them now if COMMERCIAL Q. SAVINGS BAN
K HAD NOT BEEN ORGANIZED?
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS SAVINGS BANK KEEPING OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS
LIBERAL USE OF PRINTERS INK MAKING LOANS BY TAKING 'MORTGAGES
ESTABLISHING BRANCH BANK DEPOSITARY STATE OF KV. BANKERS MONEY ORDERS
Small Savings BANKS for Home Deposits Soliciting Banking by Mail Through the Press
Di you ever try to get interest on deposits before 
the COMMERCIAL (ID, SAVINGS BANK was organized? What a differ-
ence now? WHO IS TO BLAME, OR ENTITLED T
O THE CREDIT FOR THE CHANGE?
3 per Ct. Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Compounded Semi-Annually, on July 1st and January 1st.
MR. TRIGG HUNTER has been empl °peck 
by us to canvass for Savings Accounts and give YOU A HEART TO HEART TALK
on the great need of preparing for "a rainy d
ay," but if you are in a hurry don't Malt for him, but come direct to the bank and
the savings feature will be fully expiainad a
nd we will be pleased to open an account with you at once, or if preferable drop us
a card and literature fully explaining it will be 
sent you immediately.
Uhe GRACEY BRANCH IS NOW OPEN
A r u ar prat) tbly aware, on, j AN. 15th 
we established a branch bank at Gracey. Ky.. with Mr. H. C. McGehee as cashier,
enki t- y fcul r Is offered there for doing business 
that can be had at the home bank.
EACH banK in HopItinsville in thoroughly cons
ervative, well managed and GILT ED GET) IN EV-
ERY RESPECT. No one need hesitate for one moment
 to plac a their entire wealth in the bank of their
choice, but the COMMERCIAL (10, SAVINGS BANK





100 Vest Pocket Savings Banks Free
To each of THE FIRST ONE HUNDRED that calls b
etween tomorrow ( Friday morning and 9 o'clock
Saturday night at the bank we will give one of of ou
r little pocket savings banks You can at that time
open an account with us or at any latter date that s
uits your convenience. This applies to the GRA-
CEY BRANCH as well except a limit of 25 BANKS.
We Want a Portion if Not All Your Business.,
MERCIA'& SAVINGS BANK.
anus Vircst, President. W. T. Cooper;Vice Preside'tif.
...eseteirAim
this T. Brvinon ns
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